
Opposition to Pathways has mushroomed across CUNY this semester. As Clarion went to press, a petition 
calling for Pathways to be repealed and replaced had drawn more than 4,100 signatures – and the number 
was still climbing. On March 8, nearly 350 faculty, staff and students gathered for a Town Hall Meeting on 
Pathways organized by the PSC. Shown above (clockwise from top left) are Nicole Falade, City Tech; Alex 
Wolf, BCC; Stephen Jablonsky, CCNY; Amir Khafagy, student at LaGuardia; Nivedita Majumdar, John Jay; 
Hollis Glaser, BMCC; Glenn Petersen, Baruch; Kelly Anderson, Hunter.  Pages 6-9, 16
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Albany approved a new pension tier 
for future public employees that makes 
it harder to attract top-notch talent to 
CUNY. The new Tier 6 is especially 
bad news for part-timers.  Page 2

Pension deal harms
future Cuny workers

Tier 6

Five months before the school is slat-
ed to open its doors, the majority of 
the New Community College’s origi-
nal founding faculty have resigned  
or been fired. Page 4

under attack at the  
new Community College

FaCulTy righTs

The American Legislative Exchange 
Council works behind the scenes for 
right-wing state legislation. Few know 
that the academic publishing company 
Elsevier is a leading member. Page 11

wal-Mart, exxon 
and...elsevier?

noT aCademiC

Union files 
lawsuit 
against 

Pathways
 

Details on page 7.
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By PeteR hogness

The final text of Gov. Andrew Cuo-
mo’s bill to slash public worker pen-
sions was posted online on March 
15 – at 3:00 in the morning. Around 
5:30 am, the voting began. More 
than two hours later, after enough 
arms were twisted, the bill passed 
by a vote of 93 to 45. 

“All of this, of course, happened in 
the dead of night while most people 
were fast asleep,” wrote Rick Karlin 
of the Albany Times Union. “This is, 
ironically, Sunshine Week, which is 
supposed to be a celebration of open-
ness in government. “

“The passage of Tier 6 had every-
thing to do with political ambition 
and an ideological agenda of pro-
tecting the rich,” said PSC President 
Barbara Bowen. “It had nothing to 
do with solving New York State’s im-
mediate budget shortfall.” No signifi-
cant savings will occur for more than 
a decade. Like other unions, the PSC 
pointed out more money could have 
been raised, and far sooner, through 
progressive tax reform.

“Women and people of color have 
long relied on public employment 
when employment in the private sec-
tor was closed to them,” Bowen said. 
“As an attack on the pay and retire-
ment security of public employees, 
Tier 6 is racist and sexist.” 

“Those who chose this path are 
requiring the 99% to pay for the sins 
of the 1%,” said Richard Iannuzzi, 
president of New York State United 
Teachers (NYSUT), the PSC’s state 
affiliate. Danny Donohue, head of 
the Civil Service Employees Asso-
ciation (CSEA), agreed: “This deal is 
about politicians standing with...the 
wealthiest New Yorkers to give them 
a better break while telling nurses, 
bus drivers, teachers, secretaries and 
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the following sentence: “Submis-
sion of this form to the Course 
Review Committee is unrelated to 
college governance procedures for 
course approvals.”

Disciplinary transfer major com-
mittees have already been formed 
for Biology, Business, Criminal Jus-
tice, English, Nursing, Psychology, 
and Teacher Education. They are to 
report their recommendations to the 
Office of Academic Affairs by May 1. 
If approved by Vice Chancellor 
Alexandra Logue, the recommen-
dations are to become mandatory 
on relevant departments and col-
leges. It is perhaps unnecessary to 
note that this totally removes any 
elected faculty voice from the deter-
mination of required introductory 
courses in these majors. 

Manfred Philipp
Lehman College

May Day and you
● We can make May Day 2012 
something huge! For the first time, 
it looks as if labor, community, im-
migrant, Occupy Wall Street and 
established political groups will co-
alesce around a single event, a late 
afternoon march from Union Square 
to Foley Square, past the African 
Burial Ground and on down to Wall 
Street. All participating groups 
have endorsed the slogan, “Legal-
ize! Organize! Unionize!”

A single march solves nothing 
and proves little in and of itself, but 
it’s an opportunity for the members 
of New York’s working class in all 
their diversity to see, to greet, to be-
come aware of one another, and to 
begin to feel their enormous power.

The PSC has had a significant role 
in encouraging organized labor to 

re-embrace May Day. We’ve been a 
visible and a vocal presence at the 
May Day rallies and marches of 2010 
and 2011. Yet, we have never turned 
out even 1% of our membership.

That should be our minimum 
turnout goal for 2012. This isn’t a 
staff job; it’s a job for us as campus 
activists, as union members. Please 
volunteer to work out a mobiliza-
tion plan for your campus, to talk 
up May Day, its history and impor-
tance, and to get commitments from 
colleagues and students to show up 
at Union Square at 4:00 pm on the 
first day of May.

Jim Perlstein
Chair, Retiree Chapter;  

Co-Chair, PSC Solidarity Committee

Editor’s note: Those interested can 
contact Jim Perlstein at jperlstein@
pscmail.org.

● One relatively neglected aspect 
of Pathways is the administra-
tive takeover of the initial courses  
for each transfer major. The fifth 
“resolved” statement of the CUNY 
trustees’ Pathways resolution  
(tinyurl.com/BoT-Path) says that 
the chancellor will appoint commit-
tees to “recommend for approval to 
the University Office of Academic 
Affairs no fewer than three and no 
more than six courses that will be 
accepted as entry-level courses for 
beginning the major, or as prerequi-
sites for such courses, by all colleges 
offering those majors.”

The words “will be” and “all col-
leges” attempt to eliminate any role 
for college departments and college 
senates in course approval.

The CUNY Common Course 
submission form to the Pathways 
Course Review Committee includes 

Pathways: 80th Street control of your dept.
leTTers To The ediTor |  Write to: Clarion/PSC, 61 BroadWay, 15th Floor, neW york, ny 10006.  

e-mail: PhogneSS@PSCmail.org. Fax: (212) 302-7815.

laborers to put up and shut up.”
Corporate interests, on the other 

hand, were very pleased. “The busi-
ness community is encouraged that 
New York State is acting responsi-
bly,” said Kathryn Wylde, head of 
the Partnership for New York City, 
which describes itself as “a select 
group of 200 CEOs from New York 
City’s top corporate, investment 
and entrepreneurial firms.” Multi-
million-dollar pensions are common 
among the Partnership’s members.

iMPaCt on Cuny
“Tier 6 will hit CUNY especially 

hard,” said Bowen. “It’s disastrous 
for part-timers, and will make it 
harder for the University to attract 
the best full-time faculty and staff in 
national searches.” 

Under New York’s constitution, 
pension benefits for current retir-

ees or current members of a pension 
plan cannot be reduced. Full-time 
employees at CUNY are required to 
join a pension system within 30 days 
of being hired, so current full-timers 
at CUNY will not have their benefits 
cut. Full-time CUNY employees hired 
after April 1 will fall under the 
new, inferior terms of Tier 6. 

Cutting pensions for new 
hires “will hurt CUNY’s abil-
ity to rebuild the full-time 
faculty, a project that was just 
gaining momentum,” noted 
Bowen.

For adjuncts, membership in a 
pension plan is optional. Since ma-
ny survive on low pay, it’s common 
for adjuncts to put off joining the 
Teachers Retirement System (TRS), 
which is adjuncts’ sole pension op-
tion. With Tier 6 set to take effect 
April 1, the PSC quickly launched a 

campaign to urge adjunct members 
to sign up before April 1. 

The union first sounded the alarm 
for adjuncts last fall, with articles 
on Gov. Cuomo’s proposed pension 
reductions. “If you are not already 
a TRS member, sign up immediately 
so you can lock in current pension 
terms,” an article in the November 
Clarion advised adjunct members. 

When Tier 6 was ap-
proved in mid-March, the 
PSC spread the word with 
renewed urgency. By post-
card, by e-mail and in per-
son, union staff and adjunct 
activists put out  alerts. The 

goal was to encourage as many un-
enrolled members as possible to 
fill out the necessary forms before 
April 1, and hand-deliver them to 
TRS headquarters on Water Street, 
to ensure timely processing. “It was 
well worth the trip,” said Shirley 
Frank, an adjunct assistant profes-
sor of English who has worked at 

CUNY for over a dozen years. “I 
got my stamped receipt on the spot, 
proof of the date of my enrollment.”

Perhaps the worst thing about 
Tier 6 for CUNY adjuncts is that it 
increases the vesting period – the 
period needed to qualify for a pen-
sion – from five to ten years of total 
credited service. Since it takes ad-
juncts longer to build up a full year 
of credited service, CUNY adjuncts 
who want to join TRS in the future 
will not qualify for benefits until they 
have worked for CUNY for 20 years or 
more. “This effectively means an end 
to new pensions for CUNY adjuncts,” 
said PSC First Vice President Steve 
London. “To shut down new pensions 
for the faculty who teach half of all 
CUNY classes is outrageous – but 
that’s what Albany has done.” 

ConseQuenCes
London noted that few legislators 

had read the final text of the bill 
before voting at dawn on March 15. 
“It’s hard to believe that the governor 
and legislature would be so heartless 
that they intended this to happen,” he 
said. “We’ve begun to discuss repair-
ing some of the consequences of this 
legislation, and we hope that people in 
Albany will be open to reason.” 

Among the other key Tier 6 chang-
es for those who join TRS after April 1,  
are calculating final average sal-
ary over the last five years instead 
of three, and reducing the “pension 
multiplier” used to calculate the re-
tirement benefit. The latter change 
reduces the annual retirement benefit 
for a 30-year employee by close to 10%. 

For those covered by Tier 6 in 
both TRS and TIAA-CREF (the 
largest plan under the Optional 
Retirement Program for CUNY 
full-timers), the new rules raise 
the basic retirement age to 63 and 
increase required employee contri-
butions, which now start at 3% for 
those earning $45,000 or less, ris-
ing to 6% above $100,000. Employee 
contributions will continue after 10 
years of service credit, instead of be-
ing taken over by the employer as 
is the case for employees in earlier 
pension tiers.

Public-sector unions across New 
York said that the Tier 6 vote would 
have a profound effect on the choic-
es they make in the fall elections. “If 
anyone is unclear where we stand, 
they’ll get the message on election 
night,” said the state branch of AF-
SCME. And there were a few signs 
that the political impact might ex-
tend beyond November. “The PSC’s 
advocacy of direct action by the la-
bor movement is getting new inter-
est,” commented London.

Tier 6 slams future workers

if you’ve just 
joined trS...
Adjuncts who signed up to join TRS 
shortly before April 1, but who have 
not yet submitted a beneficiary form, 
proof of date of birth (copy of birth 
certificate or passport), and their 
letter of appointment, must not miss 
the April 30 deadline for those docu-
ments. If you do, your TRS enrollment 
will not take effect. (See psc-cuny.org/
TRS-April-30-documents for more.)

harsh new pension law approved

From left: David Rozen, legislative counsel to State Sen. Michael Gianaris, meeting with Eileen Moran, Iris DeLutro, Arthurine 
DeSola and Ron Hayduk of the PSC. Sen. Gianaris opposed the Tier 6 proposal.
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By John taRLeton

Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s pre-
liminary budget for 2012-13 proposes 
$250.5 million in City funding for  
CUNY. That amount holds communi-
ty college base aid at the same level as 
this year – but without the inflation-
ary adjustments requested by CUNY. 
Bloomberg’s budget would also zero 
out City support for programs like the 
the Vallone Scholarships, the Murphy 
Institute for Worker Education and 
others that the City Council has sup-
ported in the past.

“While we are in a better start-
ing place than last year, this would 
still leave CUNY in a hole,” said PSC 
First Vice President Steve London. 
“Our students will continue to suf-
fer if we don’t increase City funding 
of CUNY’s community colleges.” 

The mayor’s proposal fails to 
include $8.2 million for mandatory 
cost increases. Simply to main-
tain CUNY’s basic functions – for 
example, to ensure that CUNY’s 
classrooms have heat this winter 
– more funds are needed. The PSC 
is also making the case for modest 
additional support to cover growing 
enrollment and repair the effects of 
decades of past disinvestment. 

unDeRfunDing
“We don’t accept that CUNY has 

to be poor,” PSC President Bar-
bara Bowen testified at a March 9 
City Council hearing. Bowen was 
joined at the hearing, held by the 
Council’s Higher Education Com-
mittee, by faculty from three com-
munity colleges. 

Other PSC panelists described 
the accumulated effects of under-
funding on CUNY’s community 
colleges – especially on the 46% of 
students who come from households 
with annual incomes below $20,000.

Karla Fuller, an assistant profes-
sor of biology, described teaching 
a class at BMCC with 29 students 
in a classroom that seated only 15. 
“With 29 students crammed in – 
some in desks, some on the floor – 
I’m usually teaching standing in the 
doorway,” she said. The room they 
use for lab sessions has only 24 sta-
tions, so five students are unable 
to do their own experiments. “You 
can’t expect them to succeed and 
be a beacon for CUNY students of 
the future under these conditions,” 
Fuller told Council members. 

stuDent haRDshiPs
Fuller is now a member of the 

faculty at CUNY’s New Commu-
nity College, slated to welcome its 
first students this Fall. “We know 
what will help students to graduate 
on time and at a higher level of aca-
demic skill,” said Fuller. “But…our 
colleagues throughout CUNY can’t 
succeed without funding to lower 
class size.”

“Our students come from families 
who find it hard to put together the 
money for tuition – not to mention 
books or the bus fare they need 

to get to class on time,” said Judy 
Barbanel, a professor who teaches 
developmental studies at QCC. “In 
my department we try to help 
students who can’t afford their 
textbooks by giving them other 
options such as renting books or 
having reading material on re-
serve. We have to make college 
accessible.”

Joyce Moorman, a professor 
of music at BMCC, described stu-
dents who worked, cared for family 
members and went to school but 
lacked the money for items like eye-
glasses so they could read what she 
was writing on the blackboard. “My 
students have to work,” she said, 
“many of them at full-time jobs. 
This means they come to school 
tired, with family issues, with lots 
of personal stress.” 

tuition inCReases
CUNY’s trend toward higher 

tuition, and increased reliance on 
student tuition dollars, has disas-
trous effects on students who live 
this close to the economic edge, 
Bowen testified. “Tuition has grown 
to 42% of total community college 
funding – that’s double the percent-
age 20 years ago,” she said. CUNY 
raised tuition twice last year – $150 
last spring and $300 in the fall. Our 
community college’s tuition and fees 
are now 130% of the national aver-
age – despite the fact that our com-
munity college students are among 
the poorest in the country.” 

To address those needs – or, 
as Fuller put it, “to stick up for 
our students” – the PSC is asking 

the Council to support 
the following additional 
changes to the mayor’s 
proposed budget:

● Include $4.6 million, as 
recommended by CUNY, to 
hire full-time faculty and 
expand student services, 

including academic tutoring, career 
counseling and mental health ser-
vices. (In 2007, the PSC found that 
CUNY community colleges had only 
one licensed mental health counselor 
for every 2,236 students. This prob-
lem has only grown more acute since 
then, with soaring enrollment and 
years of budget cuts.)

● Restore $11 million to the 
Vallone Scholarships and $4 mil-
lion to the Safety Net financial aid 
program. 

● Provide full funding for pro-
grams that the Council has sup-
ported in the past, including the 
Murphy Institute for Worker 
Education and Labor Studies, the 
Center for Puerto Rican Studies, 
Dominican Studies Institute, and 
Creative Arts Team as well as the 
Black Male Initiative and the Young 
Men’s Initiative.

● Move toward expanding 
CUNY’s successful Accelerated 
Study in Associate Programs 
(ASAP) from the cohort of commu-
nity college students it currently 
serves to all 96,000 current com-

munity college students at CUNY.
CUNY launched ASAP in Fall 

2007 to provide a full range of sup-
port to a select group of students, 
in an attempt to boost three-year 
graduation rates at community 
colleges. ASAP students enjoy 
smaller class sizes, comprehensive 
advisement and career develop-
ment services, as well as financial 
assistance including tuition waivers 
(for financial-aid-eligible students), 
free textbooks and monthly Metro-
Cards. The original cohort of 1,132 
students saw a three-year gradua-
tion rate of 55%, more than triple the 
national three-year graduation rate 
at urban community colleges.

“ASAP has proven what is pos-
sible,” Bowen told the hearing. 
“We cannot look at ASAP’s results 
without wanting the same level of 
attention for all community college 
students.”

faiR shaRe
Bowen noted that the price tag 

for a full expansion of ASAP could 
cost up to $300 million per year, 
but said this kind of money could 
be raised by closing tax loopholes 
and other measures to make sure 
the richest 1% pay their fair share. 
“What incredible rewards for these 
students, their families, communi-
ties and the city at large would be 
reaped if the city made this invest-
ment,” Bowen said.

To participate in “CUNY at the 
Council” on Wednesday May 2, con-
tact Amanda Magalhaes at amagal-
haes@pscmail.org or 212-354-1252.

PSC urges City to boost funds

fighting for Cuny CC’s

CUNY and SUNY supporters rally inside the State Capitol on March 14, exerting grassroots pressure for a funding increase.

‘we don’t 
accept 
that Cuny 
has to  
be poor.’
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inside the State Capitol for higher education

Contract 
update
By BaRBaRa Bowen
PSC President

In the urgency of responding to 
Pathways, it might be easy to lose 
sight of another urgent union issue 
– negotiating a new contract. But the 
PSC leadership continues to focus 
intently on contract negotiations. 

● There is still no economic offer 
from CUNY, and the economic offers 
made to other public-sector unions in 
New York State and New York City 
remain punitive: They call for wage 
freezes, increased health care costs, 
furloughs and other givebacks. That 
is not the kind of “offer” we want.

● Working in Albany and City 
Hall, the PSC is challenging the 
claim that “New York is broke” 
and “can’t afford” decent contracts.  
New York is not broke; the shortfall 
of revenue and the attack on public 
workers are the result of policy deci-
sions – and policies can be changed. 

● The union bargaining team also 
understands that CUNY faculty and 
staff cannot wait forever for a new 
contract. We are prepared to begin 
economic bargaining the moment it 
is strategic to do so. 

● The union continues to make 
progress in noneconomic talks 
with CUNY management. Among 
the issues under discussion is the 
formation of a “bank” of sick days, 
to which members could contrib-
ute and on which they could draw 
in times of serious and protracted 
illness. 

● Clarion will provide updates on 
the contract as talks develop. And 
as always, the bargaining team will 
need your support when we enter 
into intense economic negotiations. 

As Clarion went to press, the New 
York Senate and Assembly were 
moving toward passage of an on-
time budget, expected to include 
some additional support for CUNY. 
The final budget was likely to pro-
vide for an increase in State base 
aid for CUNY community colleges 
of $150 per full-time equivalent 
(FTE) student, bringing the total 
to $2,272 per FTE.

The PSC welcomed the antici-
pated increase, though it fell short 
of the union’s request to restore 
community college base aid to its 
2008-09 level, adjusted for inflation, 
an increase of $685 per FTE.  

The governor’s budget propos-
al had maintained current levels 
of State support for CUNY with-
out cuts for the first time in three 
years, and included funding for 
mandatory cost increases. That 
included funding for health in-
surance for eligible adjuncts, and 
this is maintained in the current 
budget agreement. For updates 
on the budget’s final passage, 
check psc-cuny.org. 

– CLARION STAFF
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By John taRLeton & PeteR hogness

Five months before CUNY’s New 
Community College (NCC) is 
scheduled to welcome its first class 
of students, the school has been de-
moralized by deep conflicts between 
faculty and administration. Of the 
college’s seven original founding 
faculty members, three have re-
signed, one was abruptly fired, and 
most were given disciplinary letters 
due to opinions they expressed in a 
report on curriculum development. 

The PSC has filed three class-
action grievances on behalf of NCC 
instructional staff. One seeks re-
moval of the disciplinary letters and 
reinstatement of the faculty member 
who was fired. The second charges 
the college with creating an exces-
sive workload, in violation of the con-
tract. The third challenges the NCC’s 
refusal to hold a labor-management 
meeting, as the contract requires.

Planning for the NCC began in 
2008 (see sidebar), and accelerated in 
2010 when its first faculty members 
were hired. Both current and former 
NCC faculty told Clarion they were 
excited by the prospect of building a 
new school from scratch, using inno-
vative practices to help community 
college students achieve greater aca-
demic success.

That promise, they now say, is 
not being fulfilled. “The rhetoric 
around a new educational model 
has been used as a means for the 
administration to usurp traditional 
faculty roles and responsibilities,” 
said Emily Schnee, an assistant 
professor of English who resigned 
from the school in November and 
returned to her former position at 
Kingsborough Community College.

Bill Rosenthal, an associate pro-
fessor of mathematics, says that for 
him, “the dream became a night-
mare.” Hired in September 2010, 
Rosenthal was fired from the NCC 
last December 2. He was given two 
hours to clean out his desk.

In reporting for this article, 
Clarion spoke with more than half 
of all current or former faculty at 
the NCC. All current NCC employ-
ees asked not to be identified, citing 
fears of retaliation.

uniLateRaL
“These are people who fell in love 

with the idea of the New Community 
College, and they arrived with an ex-
traordinary level of commitment,” 
said PSC President Barbara Bowen.  
“CUNY should be honoring them, not 
crushing them.” 

“The NCC administration has act-
ed in a high-handed manner, attempt-
ing to set policy unilaterally,” PSC 
First Vice President Steve London 
told Clarion. “They emphasize what 
they call a ‘collaborative and colle-
gial’ approach – which sounds good, 
but unfortunately they interpret it 
to mean that they can tell faculty 
members to do whatever the admin-
istration wants.” The NCC’s lack of 
departments and lack of a tenured 
faculty, London added, create prob-
lems for effective governance.

“These are the roots of the con-
tract violations we’ve seen at the 
NCC,” London said. “We believe 
these problems can be resolved – 
if there is a will to do so.” But as 
Clarion went to press at the end of 
March, a resolution did not appear 
to be close at hand. 

PunisheD foR views
Several of management’s hostile 

actions towards faculty came in 
response to a report that original 
founding NCC faculty submitted 
on September 2 to CUNY’s Office of 
Academic Affairs (OAA), a status 
report on curriculum development. 

Building an interdisciplinary cur-
riculum, the report emphasized, re-
quires time. “Even at a progressive 
and innovative institution such as 
the NCC, there seems to be a tenden-
cy to view the need for substantial, 
dedicated faculty time for curricu-
lum development as subordinate to 
other aspects of the work,” it stated. 
“As 2011 proceeded, this dedicated 
time was subject to steady, signifi-
cant erosion.” 

It was unclear, the report said, 
whether this was “a one-time conse-
quence of having only seven faculty 
members on hand to do the work 
of at least twice that many” – or 
whether it instead reflected “an in-
stitutional culture that will continue 
to treat the time we know we need 
as a negotiable commodity. The next 
few months should tell.”

The report also posed questions 
about where responsibility should 
lie for the development of curricu-
lum. Inclusion of staff beyond the 
faculty is important, it said, but so 
is recognition of faculty members’ 
particular roles. “Most faculty see 
the benefit of sharing ideas, draw-
ing on different perspectives and 

even co-creation of knowledge, but 
are concerned about the pedagogi-
cal impacts of numerous non-faculty 
voices.” Clarifying these issues is 
essential to further progress, the 
report concluded.

 “That was viewed as dissent,” 
Schnee told Clarion. In fact, it was 
viewed as a punishable offense. On 
November 21, NCC President Scott 
Evenbeck wrote disciplinary let-
ters for the personnel files of most 
of the faculty members who signed 
the report. The letters spe-
cifically criticized them for 
the views expressed in the 
report, asserting that this 
reflected poor professional 
judgment. Like all faculty 
hired to work full-time at the 
NCC, those who received the letters 
are untenured.

“How else can you turn a concept 
into a reality unless you can ask 
questions about details that come 
up along the way?” asked Steve Co-
sares, who received a letter and was 
shocked by the administration’s re-
action. Cosares left the NCC project 
to take an associate professor posi-
tion in the math department at La-
Guardia CC in the Spring semester.

woRkLoaD
Other issues at the NCC included 

how the school’s Group Workspace, 
conceived as a regular base for aca-
demic support, should function, and 
how much time should be devoted to 
developing students’ academic liter-
acy skills. But open discussion was 
not encouraged. “Differing opinions 
over how to achieve student success 
became, ‘Oh, you don’t support the 
collaborative model,’” said Schnee. 

The disciplinary letters were pre-
ceded by a November 9 memo from 
Evenbeck titled “Expectations for the 

Work Ahead,” with which many fac-
ulty strongly disagreed. The union 
says that this directive violates the 
contract; for example, the memo’s im-
position of “mandatory assignments 
during annual leave period [in] 2012” 
creates an excessive workload, a PSC 
grievance contends. 

As elsewhere at CUNY, junior 
faculty at the NCC are contractu-
ally entitled to reassigned time for 
scholarly work. But they were told 
that this year, the only time they 

can take for that purpose 
is on Mondays – even 
when that time falls on a 
legal holiday.

Workload has been a 
sore point for NCC faculty 
in many ways. “There’s a 

persistent lack of respect for the ex-
pertise and time it takes to organize 
this school in a different way,” said 
one current faculty member. “This 
college is supposed to be based on a 
really innovative way of teaching, 
and that’s why I’m working there. 
But they want to support it even less 
than they do traditional teaching.”

Many NCC faculty thought Even-
beck’s workload memo was off-base, 
and Bill Rosenthal was among the 
most outspoken. On December 2, the 
NCC president gave his response. 
He called Rosenthal into his office, 
fired him for “insubordination” and 
other offenses, and gave him until 
5:00 pm to hand in his keys. “It was 
surreal,” Rosenthal recalled. “I 
couldn’t believe it was happening.” 

Minutes later, Evenbeck e-mailed 
a message to the entire NCC com-
munity announcing the firing and 
denouncing Rosenthal’s work. 
He accused Rosenthal of “acts of 
insubordination and conduct in-
consistent with the collaborative 
model,” “a lack of professional judg-

‘Fear & intimidation’ at nCC
Heavy hand of admin at New Comm. College

Emily Schnee, an assistant professor of English, resigned from the New Community College in November and returned to 
her former position at Kingsborough Community College. Above, Schnee works with a student in her class at KCC.

how the 
nCC began
CUNY’s New Community College 
began taking shape in 2008, when 
CUNY administrators developed a 
“concept paper” for the NCC. It was 
to be “a new institution – one that 
is singularly focused on the need to 
dramatically increase graduation 
rates.” Toward that end, the NCC 
would offer “a tightly designed and 
highly structured associate degree 
pathway,” with a limited choice of 
majors. Students would be required 
to attend full-time, at least for the 
first year; remedial work would 
be integrated with the rest of an 
interdisciplinary curriculum; stu-
dent peer advisors would play key 
roles. Less time would be spent in 
“introductory courses designed to 
provide broad introductions to the 
liberal arts and sciences.”

Dozens of faculty members vol-
unteered to get involved, seeing 
the NCC as a chance to help CUNY 
students solve difficult, persistent 
problems. “Among young women 
of color at BMCC…there is only one 
sophomore for every five freshmen,” 
one said in 2009. “CUNY needs to 
serve these students better, and this 
new college gives us the opportuni-
ty to try new ways of doing that.” 
(See tinyurl.com/NCCdebate.)

goveRnanCe PLan?
Other CUNY faculty were critical 

of the NCC project, starting with the 
failure to involve elected faculty 
bodies, such as the University Fac-
ulty Senate or the PSC, in its design. 
(See tinyurl.com/NCCcritique.) 
They questioned whether the NCC’s 
curriculum would be too narrowly 
“vocational,” and voiced concern 
about faculty authority in a school 
without a department structure or 
a clear governance plan. 

The range of faculty opinions 
that greeted the plans for the NCC 
was captured in a Clarion feature 
in 2009, available online at tinyurl.
com/NCCdebate.                            – PH

ment around issues of importance 
to the college,” and acting “inap-
propriately and unprofessionally 
at NCC meetings.” Among Rosen-
thal’s transgressions, Evenbeck ex-
plained, was that the professor had 
written a “vitriolic memorandum” 
criticizing the president’s workload 
memo of November 9.

“It was terrifying,” said an NCC 
faculty member. “It was done in a 
way that is completely unthinkable 
in almost any corporate or non-
profit setting. He was publicly hu-
miliated and thrown out.”

“It’s a huge blow,” said another per-
son who works at the NCC. “People 
are still trying to pick up the pieces.”

“In an academic environment,” 
asked Cosares, “what does it mean 
to be ‘insubordinate’? And what 
does it mean to be subordinate?”

A few hours after Rosenthal’s 
dismissal, PSC President Barbara 
Bowen sent her own e-mail to fac-
ulty and staff at the NCC. “There is 

Most of the 
original 
faculty  
have left.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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to the rest of the department, the 
work goes quickly. “Within 20 min-
utes, you get all these signatures,” 
Lansiquot says. 

Harris, who with her team has 
gotten signatures from all the full-
time faculty in her own department, 
follows a similar approach. She told 
Clarion she e-mails department 
chairs to ask permission to come by 
department events. She also urges 
the department chair to send around 
an e-mail letting people in the de-
partment know she will be on hand 
to gather signatures. 

PeRsistenCe Pays
“A lot of it is keeping on people 

through e-mail,” says Harris who 
also takes care of contacting faculty 
members who are on sabbatical and 
arranging to meet them when they 
are on campus. 

Most of the petition activists, like 
Harris and Lansiquot, are newer 
faculty members who came to City 
Tech within the past decade as the 
school moved aggressively to bol-
ster the ranks of its full-time faculty. 
They say workload equity would al-
low them to spend more time help-
ing their students as well as give 
them the additional time they need 
to sustain their scholarship. They 
are determined to not have their 
careers at City Tech plagued by the 
double standard on faculty teach-
ing load that has existed there for 
so long.

“It’s a question of justice,” says 
Harris.

By John taRLeton

Hunter College faculty, staff and 
students are criticizing the campus 
administration for its use of campus 
security at a pair of union-sponsored 
teach-ins on the future of higher 
education. 

Security personnel were sta-
tioned outside union teach-ins on 
November 17 and March 1, and a 
uniformed security officer was sta-
tioned inside the room during the 
November event. 

oPen sPaCe
“It was strange, unusual and un-

called for,” said Tom Angotti, vice 
chair of the Hunter PSC chapter. 
Angotti noted that there was no 
prior communication by campus of-
ficials with the event’s organizers. 
“If there were truly a security prob-
lem, we would want to know about 
it,” Angotti said. “Since I can’t think 
of any good security reason for do-
ing this, it becomes intimidating for 
them to be there.” 

At the campus Visitors Center, 
some people interested in attend-
ing the March teach-in were told 
they could not because they were 
not affiliated with Hunter. PSC 

President Barbara Bowen was ad-
mitted without a problem, but a se-
curity guard told her that he had 
been instructed by his supervisor 
not to let people from off-campus 
attend the event.

Though those who had trouble 
getting in were eventually admit-
ted, PSC members said the initial 
exclusion was troubling. “A univer-
sity is supposed to be a place where 
we have open discussions,” said 
Michael Lewis, associate professor 
at the Hunter Silberman School of 
Social Work, who spoke at the teach-
in. “People from outside [the college] 
have things to contribute.”

Lewis noted that since the Silber-
man School of Social Work moved 
into its new building on 119th Street 
last year, it has opened the space to 
the community. “We try to teach 
and learn and be partners with the 
people of East Harlem,” he said. 

Angotti told Clarion that 60 to 80 
people attended the three-hour teach-
in, where topics included the effects 
of budget cuts, tuition increases, de-
teriorating working conditions and 
university struggles abroad. 

John Rose, a Hunter dean, insist-
ed there was no policy of excluding 
off-campus attendance at the fo-
rum. “The teach-in was treated as 
any other such event,” Rose said. 
“We followed our normal protocol 
with respect to people who do 
not have [Hunter ID], which 
is to enquire as to who they 
are and what their purpose 
is.” On the use of security 
guards, Rose said, “It is not 
uncommon at Hunter when 
there is a large event to post 
a member of Public Safety in prox-
imity to the event, but outside the 
meeting room.”

stuDents sPeak out
“Hunter College is no longer an 

open campus,” commented Jenady 
Garshofsky, who spoke at the teach-
in and who is the editor of The En-
voy, the Hunter student newspaper. 
Garshofsky and Envoy writer Tif-
fany Huan criticized the growth of a 
“security culture” on campus. Huan 
cited increased – and in her view 
unnecessary – patrols by campus 
security officers in Hunter’s hall-

ways and at the elevated bridge 
between campus buildings. Along 
with restrictions on campus access 
and headlines about NYPD surveil-
lance of Muslim students, she said, 
this contributes to a lockdown at-
mosphere that harms the college. 

On March 7, the Hunter PSC 
Chapter unanimously approved 

a resolution objecting to 
the administration’s han-
dling of the November and 
March teach-ins. Assign-
ing security guards to 
union events “serves to 
chill free speech,” it said, 
“as well as interfere with 

the life of our union.” 
Sándor John, a member of the 

Hunter PSC executive committee, 
told Clarion that the chapter will 
pursue Freedom of Information re-
quests on communications between 
the college administration and Visi-
tors Center personnel, as well as to 
find out more about NYPD surveil-
lance of Muslim student groups or 
other student clubs at Hunter.

Overuse of campus security “is 
an interference with the rights of 
our union chapter,” John said of the 
administration’s actions. “If it’s not 
stopped, it will have a chilling effect.”
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By John taRLeton

When the New York City College of 
Technology became a senior college 
in 1980, Ronald Reagan was running 
for his first term as president and 
Soviet forces had just arrived in Af-
ghanistan. The Internet lay in the 
future, and if you wanted to turn off 
your television set, you had to get up 
off the couch. 

While the world has changed a 
great deal since then, one constant 
has been City Tech’s requirement 
that its faculty teach more credit-
hours per year – currently 24 – than 
the faculty at other CUNY senior 
colleges, where the teaching load is 
21 hours.

ineQuity
Before 1980, City Tech was a com-

munity college. It has now been 
granting bachelor’s degrees for 
more than 30 years, and the num-
ber of its graduates earning BA or 
BS degrees has steadily climbed. In 
the last decade, the teaching load at 
City Tech has been reduced from 27 
credit-hours through collective bar-
gaining, reaching 24 hours in 2006. 
But since then, CUNY management 
has said it can’t afford to eliminate 
the remaining inequity. 

Carole Harris, an assistant pro-
fessor of English at the college, 
says that’s unacceptable. “It’s the 
most burning issue on our campus,” 
says Harris, who has spearheaded 
a petition drive by the PSC chapter 
in support of reform. The petition 

urges City Tech President Rus-
sell Hotzler to put an item in next 
year’s budget request that 
would provide the funds to 
bring the City Tech faculty 
workload into line with other 
senior colleges. 

The goal, says PSC Chap-
ter Chair Bob Cermele, is to 
get as many of City Tech’s 
approximately 400 full-time faculty 
as possible to sign the petition and 
present it to Hotzler by the end of 

the semester. The union chapter is 
organizing methodically to do this: 

Harris and other members 
of the chapter’s executive 
committee are working 
with teams of four people 
each. They have fanned 
out through the college’s 
30 departments, gathering 
signatures while discuss-

ing union issues.
One of the most active participants 

in the campaign is Reneta Lansiquot, 

an assistant professor of English 
who has garnered more than 60 sig-
natures, mostly from departments 
outside her own. 

In her visits to other depart-
ments, from Nursing to Hospital-
ity Management, Lansiquot says 
she has found that other faculty 
members are willing to help. “I 
say, ‘Have you signed this?’ and I 
don’t have to persuade them. They 
always offer to take me around.” 
And with someone to introduce her 

Petition for equity at City tech

Members of the City Tech chapter plan the next phase of a petition drive to reduce their teaching load.

Profs: Three extra credit-hours unfair

security guards at teach-ins?
Hunter chapter speaks out

Reaching 
out to 
colleagues 
in other 
departments

Restricting 
access 
for those 
from off-
campus
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reporting 
surveillance 
By BiLL fRieDheiM
PSC Academic Freedom Committee

Is big brother watching at CUNY?  
Is campus surveillance threaten-
ing academic inquiry, free speech, 
free assembly, the right to privacy 
and/or academic freedom? Three 
recent incidents raise these ques-
tions: surveillance of Muslim stu-
dent associations at CUNY by the 
NYPD (tinyurl.com/NYPD-Muslim-
students); a case of confiscation of 
employee hard drives by CUNY 
investigators (tinyurl.com/com-
puter-Kramer); and the stationing 
of uniformed security officers at 
teach-ins sponsored by the Hunter 
College PSC chapter in November 
and March (see article at left).

Is a pattern developing? The Aca-
demic Freedom Committee of the 
PSC is collecting information on 
this subject. If you have witnessed 
or experienced incidents of surveil-
lance or intimidation on campus, 
take a few minutes to report it (with 
confidentiality) to the committee, by  
e-mail at academicfreedom@pscmail.
org, or by postal mail to: Academic 
Freedom Committee, PSC, 61 Broad-
way, 15th floor, New York, NY 10006.
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Nearly 350 faculty, staff and stu-
dents attended the PSC’s Town 
Hall Meeting on Pathways, CUNY’s 
top-down overhaul of general edu-
cation and transfer. After opening 
presentations, about 30 people spoke 
during an hour-long open mic, criti-
cizing Pathways and demanding an 
alternative. 

 “The claims of Pathways are 
false, the method of its imposition on 
us is a direct attack on faculty gov-
ernance and its effect on students 
will be disastrous,” said PSC Presi-
dent Barbara Bowen. Pathways “is 
an austerity education, preparing 
our students for low expectations,” 
said Bowen – and students as 
well as faculty and staff find that 
unacceptable.

not Just a RePeaL
 “We are not powerless. That’s 

why we have a union, that’s why 
we’re here together,” Bowen said to 
loud applause. “We do not have to 
say, ‘Okay, we hate it, but it’s done.’…
This is a fight we can win.”

The union’s campaign for an al-
ternative to Pathways includes a pe-
tition drive (see pages 8-9), a lawsuit 
and a possible protest at an April 30 
meeting of the Board of Trustees. 
“If we haven’t seen any move-
ment from CUNY, we may need to 
be there in person at the Board of 
Trustees meeting,” Bowen told the 
crowd. “We’ve seen before that our 
presence can change the outcomes 
– and we may need to be there on 
April 30.”

The petition, Bowen emphasized, 
does not simply call for Pathways to 
be repealed, but also for it to be re-
placed with a process that respects 
both faculty governance and the ac-
cumulated knowledge of faculty and 
staff. “One good thing that’s come 
out of Pathways is a wider recogni-
tion of the need to address the facili-
tation of transfer of credits. We have 
to address that.” But, Bowen added, 
“it doesn’t need to be addressed in 
a way that tramples faculty knowl-
edge and experience, and violates 
the principles of faculty governance 
and academic freedom.”

a BetteR aLteRnative
Bowen announced that the PSC 

lawsuit against Pathways would be 
filed in a matter of days. The suit, 
a joint effort with the University 
Faculty Senate (UFS), was filed on 
March 20. (See page 7 and tinyurl.
com/PathwaysLawsuit.) “I can’t 
think of a better use of [union] re-
sources than standing up for the 
academic integrity of a CUNY edu-
cation,” Bowen remarked.

UFS Chair Sandi Cooper spoke 
next at the March 8 event, describ-
ing how the administration had 
consistently rejected UFS efforts to 
work out a different approach. “The 
UFS proposed at least five differ-
ent modes of proceeding forward,” 
said Cooper – including alternatives 
based on past experience at SUNY 
and in the California State Univer-
sity system. 

At SUNY and CSU, she explained, 
“small groups of faculty from senior 
and community colleges, who have 
the largest transfer rates amongst 
and between them, [met] in their 
discipline groups and interdisci-
plinary groups to come up with 
an understanding of what range 
of courses would be acceptable for 
general education.”

‘no’ to Low exPeCtations
Instead, said Cooper, the top-

down process imposed at CUNY 
“has become a ‘pathway’ for creat-
ing struggles between and amongst 
groups of people” over a scarce 
number of credits. General edu-
cation according to the Pathways 
prescription, she said, “will give 
students only a vague taste of some-
thing outside their majors.”

Terrence Martell, vice chair of the 
UFS, spoke in personal terms about 
the decision to go to court. “A lawsuit 
is not an easy thing,” said Martell. 
“This is not going to be fun. I don’t 
look forward to it.” The reason he de-
cided to “put my name, my reputation 
on this lawsuit,” said Martell, was 
the damage that Pathways will do to 
CUNY students, Its watered-down 
curriculum, he said, represents “the 
subtle racism of low expectations.”

“This is a fundamental issue of 
the kind of society that we are go-
ing to live in,” argued Martell. “I do 
not want our students to have less of 
an opportunity because of some ill-
conceived, poorly thought-through 
and poorly executed plan. Pathways 
consigns future generations of 
CUNY students to a grim future in 
our globalized, competitive world.” 

The new limits on general educa-
tion will have the biggest impact on 
the students from the weakest high 
schools, noted Martell. “They’re the 

students who need that fourth credit 
of English that they’re not going to 
get; they’re the students who need 
the college algebra course that is 
reasonably rigorous that they haven’t 
gotten in high school,” he told the 
crowd. “I think it’s a fundamental, 
ultimate educational disaster and I 
stand against it.”

Jamell Henderson, a student gov-
ernment senator at BMCC who will 

enroll at Brooklyn College this fall, 
argued that Pathways sells CUNY 
students short. “The path to suc-
cess is difficult, full of obstacles, 
full of challenges, the toughest 
terrain and dangerous situations,” 
Henderson declared. “But it’s how 
you’ll become victorious, versus a 
path that has no obstacles, no chal-
lenges, no situations that test the 
ability of the self.”

stuDent suPPoRt
Many students enter CUNY with-

out enough preparation for college, 
said Henderson – and like him, 
many have taken remedial 
classes to close those gaps. 
In the face of “violence and 
crime, police brutality, and 
economic turmoil,” he said, 
“it is our eagerness to learn 
that keeps us strong.” But 
Pathways, he said, “is something 
that will hurt us. It will not give us 
the value of education that we need 
in order to deal with the real world.”

Henderson thanked CUNY facul-
ty and staff for demanding a higher-
quality alternative to Pathways. “As 
long as I am a student here in the 
CUNY system, I will stand alongside 
you.” Together, Henderson declared, 
“we will be such an insurmountable 
force that the chancellery will have 
to stand and listen.”

Manfred Philipp, professor of 
chemistry and PSC chapter chair 
at Lehman, spoke after Henderson. 
The response to the PSC petition 
for repeal of Pathways “is a game- 
changer for this university,” Philipp 
said. “The chancellery, up till now, 
has been saying that...the great 

majority of the faculty are in favor 
of Pathways and in favor of what it 
stands for. This petition drive shows 
that that is not true.” 

Saavik Ford, associate professor 
of astronomy at BMCC, spoke from 
the perspective of the classroom. 
“Pathways, with its three-credit, 
three-hour science requirement, 
cannot provide anything but a sub-
standard education,” said Ford. Un-
der Pathways, “we are given only 
three hours with our students” – 
and that is simply not enough time. 
Lab sessions “are really a form of 
supervised practice, [and] the time 

they take cannot be short-
ened,” Ford explained. 
“Nor can we cut regular 
class hours, which are 
used to introduce, process 
and decipher the findings 
that our students make 

in the lab.” To stunt the role of lab 
classes, said Ford, “is to leave our 
students disenfranchised as citi-
zens of the future.” 

During the hour-long open mic, 
close to 30 people took the floor 
(see below). It was a chance for 
CUNY faculty, staff and students 
to speak with each other about 
the impact of Pathways, and how 
to put an alternative in its place. 
When the meeting adjourned, the 
large room buzzed with conversa-
tion. As faculty, staff and students 
headed out the door, they picked up 
hundreds of copies of the petition 
to take back to their campuses. By 
Clarion press time, the number of 
signers had passed 4,100 and was 
still on the rise.

– PH

town hall Meeting draws hundreds

Judy Barbanel (front left), PSC chapter chair at QCC, applauds during the Town 
Hall Meeting on Pathways on March 8.

Call to repeal Pathways

A sampling of comments at the 
PSC’s March 8 Town Hall Meeting:

STEPHEN JABLONSKY, chair of the 
music department at City College, 
recalled that he and Chancellor 
Goldstein had been students togeth-
er at CCNY: “The core curriculum at 
that time...prepared us for a life as 
citizens of the city of New York. It 
also prepared me to go to Harvard 
University and be on equal footing 
with anybody from anywhere in the 
country. It prepared me to be a pro-
fessor at the greatest college in the 
city of New York and in the country. 
And I am very proud of our school, 
and any diminution of what we do 
is a crime.”

HOLLIS GLASER, professor of speech 
at BMCC: “Something that’s been 
bothering me has been how bad 
[Pathways] is for faculty collegiality 
and morale. We are pitted against 
each other in this process, fight-
ing for turf and fighting for student 
credits…. This has been a horrible 
process.”

GAIL AUGUST, associate professor 
of English, ESL and linguistics 
at Hostos Community College: “I 
would like to speak to  the myth 
of faculty input. On October 1, we 
received the plan. By October 15, 
fifteen days later, the whole col-
lege was supposed to respond to 
the plan. As a member of the Col-
lege Senate, I went crazy trying to 
organize a Senate meeting in those 
fifteen days. It was not possible. 
The possibility for input was just 
non-existent.”

AMIR KHAFAGY, student at LaGuar-
dia Community College and a mem-
ber of Students United for a Free 
CUNY: “Pathways is nothing more 
than a cop-out, an excuse to give 
students a cheaper, poor quality 
education. New York students have 
already been through a Pathways 
program, and that was the City’s 
high schools.… CUNY is a school 
predominantly of color, of poor, 

working-class folks. And to give us 
the lowest standard of education, 
to say you’re not good enough...to 
learn more, is completely racist 
and undermines the integrity of 
the school.”

NIVEDITA MAJUMDAR, associate 
professor of English, John Jay 
College: “Last week I was having 
a conversation with a colleague 
from another CUNY campus about 
Pathways. After hearing me out, 
she said, ‘But surely the Chancel-
lor and the Board of Trustees, they 
must believe that it’s good for our 
students?’ I answered that, ‘Yes, I 
do think that they believe it’s good 
for our students.’ But this is also a 
group that believes in a stratified, 
hierarchical society. They believe 
that our students are going to oc-
cupy a certain stratum of the job 
market – and that to do so, they do 
not need a well-rounded liberal arts 
education.”

Voices from Town Hall
perspectives on pathways

seeking an 
alternative 
on transfer 
problems
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By PeteR hogness

“I had no idea the vote would be so 
overwhelming.” That’s what Glenn 
Petersen, chair of the sociology 
department at Baruch, said after 
the faculty of Baruch’s Weissman 
School of Arts and Sciences voted 
125 to 5 in favor of suspending work 
on Pathways, CUNY’s controversial 
overhaul of general education. 

“We worked really hard to create 
a good proposal under Pathways, but 
we didn’t like the result. We held our 
nose and we did it, but no one had a 
good word to say about our proposal 
– or about Pathways,” said Petersen. 
“The problem was, everyone was so 
afraid. Everyone said, ‘We detest 
this, but we’re afraid of what will 
happen to us if we don’t comply.’”

That’s why Petersen put forward 
a motion calling for an alternative. 
“I just couldn’t bear to put up with 
that,” he explained. “Now it’s utterly 
clear that when people see they can 
stand together and say what they 
think, they’ll say that this is not to 
be borne.”

The Baruch resolution, approved 
at a March 22 meeting of arts and 
sciences faculty, declares that they 
have “been unable to find sufficient 
pedagogical merit in curriculum 
guidelines established by the Univer-
sity’s Pathways program to warrant 
the substantial cuts the program re-
quires in the College’s current gen-
eral education requirements.” 

Therefore, the resolution “rec-
ommends that Baruch College dis-
continue the process of revising 
the College’s general education 
curriculum until a University-wide 
summit meeting of campus faculty, 
students, and administrators” can 
convene to discuss alternatives with 
CUNY central administration. The 
body also voted to reject a detailed 
proposal on how to implement Path-
ways at Baruch, a proposal that  
many of those same faculty mem-
bers had helped to develop. 

Opposition to Pathways is on the 
rise. Beyond Baruch, faculty gover-
nance bodies at other CUNY colleges 
have called for Pathways to be put on 
hold and reassessed. A petition for 
the repeal and replacement of Path-
ways has drawn 4,189 signatures 
so far, and the number continues to 
grow (see pages 8-9). And on March 
20, the PSC and the University Fac-
ulty Senate filed a lawsuit to halt the 
Pathways initiative, arguing that it 
violates a 1997 court settlement on 
the role of CUNY faculty in curricu-
lum decisions.

CUNY administration describes 
Pathways as an effort to simplify the 
University’s transfer requirements, 
which many students have found 
difficult to negotiate. Pathways pro-
ponents blame most of the problems 
in student transfer on general edu-
cation rules and current practices of 
accepting credits; Pathways sharply 
reduces the number of credits that 
a college’s general education frame-
work can require. It calls for a Com-
mon Core of 30 credits at all CUNY 

colleges, with  an additional College 
Option of up to 12 credits at senior 
colleges. (Past Clarion coverage at 
tinyurl.com/ClarionPW.)

These credit limits make it difficult 
for colleges to maintain elements of 
general education that many faculty 
view as fundamental – for example, 
foreign language requirements, or 
time for lab work in a science class. 

PSC leaders say that faculty have 
been working to conform to the new 
policy, fearful that their courses will 
be marginalized otherwise. The 
union, they say, is seeking ways to 
help faculty express their collective 
voice on Pathways as a whole.

The PSC petition emphasizes that 
there is a “genuine and important” 
need to facilitate student transfer 
within CUNY. But this can be done, 
it says, without destroying years 
of faculty work on curriculum and 
putting educational quality at risk.

“More than 500 people signed the 
petition in the first hour,” said PSC 
President Barbara Bowen. “That is 
an unprecedented response.” Sign-
ers to date include 50 distinguished 
professors, 155 department chairs, 
and 51 members of CUNY’s own 
Pathways committee, the Common 
Core Review Committee.

MoRe sCienCe
In a February 17 statement, 

CUNY’s discipline council for natu-
ral sciences warned that the “Path-
ways general education curriculum 
dramatically decreases the amount 
of science taught to [non-science] 
majors in the senior colleges, and 
diminishes the quality of education 
and value of a CUNY degree.” (The 
council is made up of the elected 
chairs of biology, biochemistry, 
chemistry and physics departments 
across CUNY.)

The science chairs warned that, 
under Pathways, general educa-
tion science classes will not have 

adequate time for laboratory work,  
which they argue is fundamental to 
real science education. They urged 
that the basic Pathways science re-
quirement be changed from three 
credits to four or four-and-a-half, 
and said faculty must retain the 
right to require additional hours for 
lab work. (Full text at tinyurl.com/
PW-Sci-Disc.)

DeCaDe of sCienCe?
“We are astonished at the reduc-

tion of the role of science education 
in Pathways at any time, but espe-
cially during the Chancellor’s decla-
ration that 2005-2015 is the Decade 
of Science at CUNY,” the statement 
said. “With this general education 
initiative, what will be left of science 
at CUNY by 2015?” 

Not providing for lab sessions 
means that Pathways “fails to meet 
the nationwide norm for general 
education science courses,” warned 
the chairs. This in turn “eliminates 
transferability of CUNY general 
education courses to other colleges 
and universities.”

When Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion covered the Pathways debate in 
March, online comments included 
this observation: “[A]fter creating 
this curriculum that allows for the 
elimination of a science laboratory re-
quirement, CUNY created a 12-page 
PR booklet praising the high stan-
dards of this curriculum. Guess what 
the cover picture of the booklet is?  A 
student doing work in a laboratory.”

On March 13, Queensborough 
Community College’s Academic 
Senate urged that “the ‘Pathways’ 
Initiative be suspended by CUNY 
and fundamentally rethought.” It 
described the credit limits imposed 
by Pathways as “inadequate, arbi-
trary and capricious,” and ultimately 
harmful to QCC’s academic reputa-
tion and the career prospects of its 
graduates. The resolution also ob-

jects to the exclusion of elected gov-
ernance bodies from the decisions 
that shaped Pathways, and linked 
this to the poor quality of the result.

In place of Pathways, the QCC 
Senate called for CUNY “to es-
tablish more dual-joint degree 
programs, enhanced articulation 
agreements” and to improve aca-
demic advisement. These measures, 
it says, would be more effective in 
helping resolve the problems with 
student transfer without compro-
mising academic quality.

At Baruch, the day before anti-
Pathways resolutions were approved 
by faculty at the Weissman School 
of Arts and Sciences, a college-wide 
General Faculty meeting took ad-
visory votes with near-unanimous 
backing for the same position.

As Clarion went to press, BMCC’s 
Academic Senate and the Executive 
Committee of the Faculty Senate at 
Medgar Evers College both passed 
resolutions against Pathways. 

At a Brooklyn College Faculty 

Council meeting on March 13, a 
call for the repeal and replacement 
of Pathways was supported by about 
a four-to-one margin, but fell short 
on procedural grounds.  Supporters 
expect to pass the measure in April. 

At CCNY, arts and sciences fac-
ulty made clear that their Pathways 
plan was not an endorsement. “The 
City College CLAS Faculty Council 
needs 45 rather than 42 credits to de-
sign a general education curriculum 
that meets the educational needs of 
its students,” a resolution declared. 
“If these three additional credits 
are not granted, it will precipitate a 
governance and educational crisis.”

At CSI on March 22, the Faculty 
Senate voted to reject a proposed 
Pathways plan as inadequate. It also 
told 80th Street that it would be un-
able to formulate an acceptable plan 
before the April 1 deadline – a target 
that faculty bodies at several other 
colleges also looked likely to miss.

fLash Point
As the details of Pathways be-

come clearer, student opposition has 
begun to grow. The Queens College 
student paper chose “Pathways to 
Ignorance” as the headline for its 
report on the program. “CUNY’s 
Pathways Initiative leads students 
away from science,” was the choice 
of the student paper at Baruch. 

Student government leaders at four 
CUNY campuses were already on 
record with criticism of Pathways by 
this semester, and several student ac-
tivists spoke against Pathways at the 
PSC’s Town Hall Meeting (see page 6).

The next flash point with Path-
ways is likely to be its attempt to ex-
ert control over what courses can be 
required for a department’s major. 
By May 1, new committees appoint-
ed by the chancellor are to recom-
mend three to six courses that can 
be accepted as entry-level courses 
for the highest-transfer majors. The 
final decisions will not be made by 
departments, but by CUNY’s Office 
of Academic Affairs. UFS Chair 
Sandi Cooper called the plan “a 
veritable coup in higher education.”

As criticism of Pathways mounts, 
voices across CUNY are calling for 
a time-out. “There is no justification 
for rushing a curriculum revision 
of this magnitude,” said the Bowen. 
“It’s time for 80th Street to slow 
down, start again, and respect the 
role of our elected faculty bodies.”

Pathways under fire
Opposition spreads, calls for a halt grow

Peter Kwong, a distinguished professor at Hunter College, signs the Pathways petition. At left is PSC Chapter Chair Tami Gold.

PsC suit vs. Pathways
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On March 20, the PSC filed a lawsuit 
to stop CUNY’s Pathways initiative. 
Plaintiffs in the suit include Barbara 
Bowen as head of the PSC, University 
Faculty Senate Chair Sandi Cooper 
and UFS Vice Chair Terrence Mar-
tell. The lawsuit’s legal team includes 
PSC Director of Legal Affairs Peter 
Zwiebach and the law firms of Meyer, 
Suozzi, English, & Klein, and Emery 
Celli Brinckerhoff & Abady. 

The suit charges that Pathways 
violates a settlement agreement 
reached in 1997 between CUNY, on 
the one hand, and the PSC and Uni-
versity Faculty Senate leaders on 
the other. That agreement reaffirms 
that the CUNY faculty, through the 
UFS and the college faculty senates 

and councils, are responsible for the 
formulation of policy relating to cur-
riculum, the awarding of college 
credit, the granting of degrees and 
other academic matters.

The lawsuit argues that the CU-
NY administration exceeded its au-
thority in matters of curriculum and 
failed to follow university bylaws 
and faculty governance procedures 
in the development of Pathways.

Court papers may be viewed 
online at tinyurl.com/Pathways 
-PSC-court-papers.

The PSC “will also support a law-
suit to be brought by students at a 
later date,” said Bowen, “focused on 
the harm Pathways will do to their 
education at CUNY.”                    – PH
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WE, THE UNDERSIGNED faculty and professional 
staff of the city University of new york, call for 
the repeal of the Pathways resolution adopted 
by the board of trustees and for the develop-
ment of an alternative approach to facilitating 
student transfer. 

●  despite months of diligent efforts to make 
Pathways work, faculty across the University 
have concluded that it is impossible to design 
a curriculum within the Pathways parameters 
without undermining the quality of education 
at cUny.

●  the need Pathways claims to address – to 
facilitate student transfer – is genuine and 
important, but it can be addressed without 
destroying years of faculty work on curricu-
lum, violating the principles of shared gover-
nance and academic freedom, and mandating 

a general education program that devalues 
the cUny degree. 

●  far from assisting cUny students, Pathways 
will disadvantage them. it underestimates 
cUny students and shortchanges them both 
intellectually and professionally. Pathways 
fails to uphold academic integrity as defined 
by the faculty; it fails to achieve the goal of 
creating seamless transfer within cUny, as 
it negates existing articulation agreements; 
and it marginalizes cUny students by mak-
ing transfer of credits outside of the cUny 
system impossible in certain subject areas. 

●  the intellectual unsoundness of Pathways 

is a direct result of the manner in which it 
was imposed. the Pathways resolution was 
passed by the board of trustees in violation 
of its own bylaws, and has been implemented 
through a process that continues to bypass 
every elected faculty body. the imposition of 
Pathways directly attacks shared governance 
and academic freedom, bedrock principles of 
a university.

●  the cUny central administration has refused 
to repeal Pathways despite an outpouring of 
opposition from elected faculty bodies such 
as the University faculty senate, college sen-
ates, academic discipline councils, academic 
departments and learned societies. while 

cUny representatives have offered partial 
remedies for aspects of Pathways, its failures 
of conception and design are so fundamental 
that Pathways must be entirely rethought. 

We therefore call on the Board of Trustees 
to repeal the “Pathways” resolution (“Creat-
ing an Efficient Transfer System”) at its next 
meeting – on April 30, 2012; and further,

We call on the Board of Trustees and its rep-
resentatives to initiate a new planning and 
implementation process to address the is-
sue of student transfer. The process must 
conform to the University Bylaws, uphold the 
principles and practices of shared governance 
and academic freedom, and produce a cur-
riculum worthy of CUNY’s mission to educate 
“the children of the people, the children of the 
whole people.”

   4,189 have signed so far

Petition to repeal & replace Pathways
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edward Paulino
tara Pauliny
Allison Pease
Jennifer Perillo
matthew Perry
nicholas Petraco
michael Pfeifer
Anthony Phillips
Julio Pina
daniel Pinello
John P. Pittman
maria elena Pizarro
beata Potocki
mary Powers
Gloria Proni
chitra raghavan
Anna rainey

valli rajah
Jason rauceo
caroline reitz
belinda rincon
Joyce rivera
maria rodriguez
Peter romaniuk
irma romero
raul romero
israel rosenfield
lydia rosner
sue ellen rothberger
linda rourke
stuart rudin
dan rudofossi
Alexander schlutz
ellen sexton
francis sheehan
suzanne sherbell
Andrew sidman
catherine siemann
carmen solis
John sorrentino
John staines
Abby stein
John stern
lisette stern
Jonathan stillo
Jill strauss
staci strobl
timothy stroup
charles strozier
harold sullivan
sandra swenson
margaret tabb
dana tarantino
douglas thompkins
shirley toplan
elzbieta tracz
Antoinette trembinska
lucia trimbur
christopher trogan
chad turner
Greg Umbach
davidson Umeh
roberto visani
maurice vodounon
margaret wallace
martin wallenstein
Alisse waterston
carl watson
valerie west
Josh wilson
Alan winson
Janet winter
daryl wout
James wulach
kathryn wylie
Philip yanos
daniel yaverbaum
barbara young
elizabeth yukins
claudia Zuluaga

KINGSBOROUGH CC
Gavin Adair
Gregory Aizin
Anthony Alessandrini
william Allen
carlos Arguelles
frank Armada
eleanor bader
carla beeber
valerie bell
Judith berger
boran beric
robert blaisdell
natasha boatswain
Jacqueline brady
donald brown
caitlin cahill
shannon caravello
bruce chadwick
dan collins
robert cowan
Ann del Principe
kristin derimanova
John descarfino
elizabeth dill
voorhees dunn
Abraham edelheit
maureen fadem
Joseph m. felser
eieen ferretti
lea fridman
Alfonso G. osuna
sam Gale
P. J. Gammarano
libby Garland
ferzileta Gjika
cindy Greenberg
brian hack
rena hagver
edward hajj
wm. richard hickerson
rachel ihara
sarwar Jahangir
robin kovat
suzanne lafont
thomas lavazzi
frantz-Antoine leconte
Georgia lind
manel lledos
Patrick lloyd
Jay mancini
mark mangini
theodore markus
Patricia martucci
martin matthew
betsy mccully
richard mclaughlin
Janice mehlman
igor melamed
maribel mendoza
elizabeth mulligan
maria norako
Joachim oppenheim
katherine Perea
stephen Petrus
James Phillips
ira Plutzker
sharon Prince
Anna Procyk
ella Puccio
stanley rabinowitz
Jennifer radtke
varattur reddy
edward rohrlich
william rooney
eric rothenburg
frances ruoff
david salb
emily schnee
Jacob segal
louis shor
dale siegel
nicholas skirka
mary smith
valerie sokolova
bailin song
michael spear
nicholas striga
enid stubin
Angela toscano
raluca toscano
max tran
diana treglia
stephen tumino
August tuosto
lori Ungemah
lumin wakoa
orlando warren
donnalyn washington
barbara weiserbs
eben wood
rina yarmish
Jorge Zamudio
sonia Zervakos

LA GUARDIA CC
yusuf Abdul-wali
minerva Ahumada
ian Alberts
vera Albrecht
christopher Alexander
Avis Anderson
karen Anderson
brenda Anthony
Jennifer Aponte
Jose Araujo
Gilberto Arroyo
rashida Aziz
yelena baishanski
lakshmi bandlamudi
Jennifer baumgartner
lara beaty
maxine berger
nancy berke
mark blackman
bruce brooks
Jean buckley
evelyn burg
daisy bustio
Jeremey cagle
James cantwell
thomas carlomusto
edward cen
omar chakhtoun
linda chandler
eric cimino
lorraine cohen
diane colon
barbara comins
carrie conners
timothy coogan
stephen cormany
steven cosares
catherin costa
kenneth cottrell
linda croson
salvador cuellar
Josephine curatolo
catherine daviton-burland
michele de Goeas-malone
ruth dewey
susan dorrington
richard dragan
Jennifer dujat
sarah durand
francine egger-sider
berton eisenstadt
Garrett eisler
cesar elescano
Jose fabara
Xiwu feng
christine fernandez
thomas fink
michael fiorillo
eve fischthal
louise fluk
Alcira forero-Pena
linda forrester
kelsey fox
michael frank
eiko fukuda
rebecca fullan
kristen Gallagher
Ximena Gallardo
Jack Gantzer
ira Gerald
Judith Gex
cindy Giustra
laurie Gluck
nurper Gokhan
lynne Goldhammer
lilik Gondopriono
luis Gonzalez
mabel Gonzalez
sylvia Gonzalez
mike Granger
Joseph Greco
Gail Green-Anderson
stafford Gregoire
dorota Gustek
sandra hanson
helen havis
elliot hearst
richard henry
Ana maria hernandez
rosa herrera-rodriguez
carlos hiraldo
noel holton
dustin hovda
linda iannuzzo
darlene intlekofer
reem Jaafar
maria Jerskey
heidi Johnsen
rebekah Johnson
Jacqueline Jones
dawn Jordan
demetrios kapetanakos
karen kearns
neil kernis
samuel kleinplatz
karlyn koh
soloman kone
Ana kosok
lisa kremens
william kurzyna
kevin lathrop
Arthur lau
carole lazorisak
irwin leopando
steven A. levine
richard lieberman
richard litman
louis lucca
daniel lynch
Juan maldonado
douglas manson
edwin mariano
christine marks
hector martinez
lisset martinez
lizzie mccormick
thomas meacham
david meadow
Philippe mercier
karen miller
elizabeth milner
donald monaco
fernando montoya
marlon morales
claudia moreno Pisano
eman mosharafa
mary nance-tager
elyse newman
ernest nieratka
burcin ogrenir
thomas onorato
steven ovadia
michelle Pacht
maria Palau-robotis
terry Parker
larose Parris
michelle Payne
Jorge Perez
Ganga Persaud
virginia Peters
virginia Peterson
Amit Philips
rochel Pinder-cuffie
holly Porter-morgan
sherrell Powell
sreca Pweunovic
kimberly ramirez
thomas regan
Xavier remigio
Joyce rheuban
max rodriguez
Justin rogers-cooper
mariajose romero
victor rosa
bill rosenthal
herb samuels

shara sand
matthew sarkowicz
Jon saul
noam scheindlin
christopher schmidt
Anthony sclafani
charity scribner
david seiple
Jane selden
stefanie sertich
Ahmed shamim
karim sharif
miriam shelton
sigmund shen
lily shohat
rick shur
martha siegel
John silva
diana silverman
christophe smith
rebekah smith
Patricia sokolski
rochelle spencer
marie c. spina
Priscilla stadler
denise steeneck
carolyn sterling-deer
Allen stevens
maritza straughn-willia
david styler
George sussman
Gordon tapper
Paula teitelbaum
lynne teplin
Andi toce
Alan trevithick
t. tsao
lilliam valdes-diaz
debbie van cura
Phyllis van slyck
cheyenne vancooten
eduardo vianna
Jeanne viviani
George walters
francine white
dilrukshan wijesinghe
James wilson
Xiaoping yen
rachel youens
shenglan yuan
yu Zhang

LAW SCHOOL
frank deale
sidney harring

LEHMAN COLLEGE
evelyn Ackerman
Alice Akan
Jonathan Alex
Peter Alexanderson
takiyah Ali
Pamela Ansaldi
diane Auslander
emakoji Ayikoye
flavia bacarella
bertrade banoum
darina bejtja
kofi benefo
steven birnbaum
rchard blot
ralph william boone
Zenaida bough
Andrea boyar
russell bradshaw
chris brandon
Jean bresnahan
herbert broderick
melissa brown
Grace bullaro
eric calyo
eleanor campbell
rosalind carey
natalie n. caro
Paul carrellas
mary carroll
diana cassells
marsham castro
Jaspal chatha
haiping cheng
stuart chen-hayes
Amod choudhary
mark christian
eugene chudnovsky
John cirace
robert cohen
Alexandra coller
tom conroy
Paul cummins
Parmanand dass
Joseph dauben
tushini de soyza
Juan J. delacruz
eric delson
J.r. desimone
kultej dhariwal
mario digangi
maria diPaolo
casssandra dobson
mine A. doyran
nancy dubetz
sharif elhakem
martin epstein
cecilia espinosa
carmen esteves
robert feinerman
daniel fernandez
licia fiol-matta
melvin fitting
Judith fitzgerald
david c. fletcher
christy folsom
bella frankel
bibi Gafur
dmitry Garanin
christopher Gerry
sheila Gersh
habib Girgis
Ulises Gonzales
nancy Griffeth
maria Guinazu
Amanda Gulla
elhum haghighat
Jonathan halabi
wayne halliday
tomohisa hattori
stefanie havelka
Jack henning
Alan hollander
elizabeth hollander
cynthia hosay
Anne humpherys
dene hurley
david hyman
barbara Jacobson
carlos Jerome
James Jervis
e. Jimenez
elpidio Jimenez
Andrei Jitianu
lisa Jones
sharon Jordan
Gerhard Joseph
daniel kabat
caatherine kapphahn
dimitra karabali
donna kirchheimer
Alan kluger
Patricia kolb
Adam koranyi
Amy larimer
marc lazarus
irene leung
teresita levy
humberto lizardi
cindy lobel
Gustavo lopez
theresa lundy

Juliana maantay
ruben maillo Pozo
radhashree maitra
Jose mancebo
david manier
marie marianetti
susan markens
Janis massa
Julie maybee
John mayher
lowery mcclendon
shawn mcdaniel
John mcdonald
cameron mcneil
Abigail mellen
chiseche mibenge
francisco montano
oscar montero
Pablo moraga
brian morgan
Janet munch
manuel munoz
martin muntzel
mark murphy
theresa murphy
melvyn nathanson
Zelda newman
nancy novick
deirdre o’boy
matthew o’dowd
John ongley
tim Paget
victor Pan
michele Panossian
miguel Perez
terri Peterson
manfred Philipp
ruby Phillip
massimo Pigliucci
Penny Prince
vincent Prohaska
Anna Purves
susan Quarrell
Anne reid
Andrew robertson
Ada rodriguez
roy rogers
Astrid roldan
rafael rosado
david rosenthal
christine rota-donahue
deborah rubin
kevin sailor
ekaterina salmanova
victoria sanford
rachel schiff
robert schneider
Jason schulman
heather sloan
constance smith-munson
marilyn sokol
thomas c. spear
naomi spence
robyn spencer
vincent stefan
Philip suchma
Zoltan szabo
duane tananbaum
m. l. temi
minda tessler
Janette tilley
Asako tochika
Xavier totti
terry towery
erja vettenranta
Alyson vogel
bryan warde
esther wilder
Amanda wunder
steven wyckoff
suzanne yates
devrim yavuz
tom young
mark Zuss

MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE
ijaz Ahmed
shermane Austin
obasegun Awolabi
stanley bajue
ivor baker
kathleen barker
freddie battle
Patricia belcon
raquel bennett
holdine berlanger
Jesus bottaro
Patricia canson
thomas carlisle
nelson carrillo
kamau chow-tai
clinton crawford
sallie cuffee
Judith daly
herbert edwards
chukwumeziri ezuma
susan fischer
robin ford
benjamin franz
James Gaynor
izell Glover
ethan Gologor
ernts Gracia
keshia Graham
verna Green
debbie hamilton
richard A. honeywell
wilbert hope
delridge hunter
fayetta Jackson
linda Jackson
vivaldi Jean-marie
Alfred Johnson
tabora Johnson
carolyn Jones
kiho kim
silvius klein
lorraine kuziw
franky laude
Anne marie leveille
robin levenson
Andrea loewenstein
dominic nwasike
wilson obi
sunday ogbuehi
Philip oguagha
Augustine okereke
nancy oley
Grace oyeamalu
Alexandra Petrou
rodger Phillips
karen Pitt
maria Plochocki
ian ramsay
benjamin rand
frank riley, Jr.
randy robotham
maria luisa ruiz
Alma sanchez
rupam saran
Gary seay
Joanna sit
scharlene snowden
waldaba stewart
bart van steirteghem
senen vivero
rosemary williams
doris withers

NEW YORK CITY TECH
vera Abdurakhmanova
Josephine Accumanno 

braneky
henry Africk
katie Albany
Andrea Allard
victor Ayala
nina bannett

Aaron barlow
nancye barthelemy
david barthold
nadia benakli
fouad bennani
Jackie berger
monica berger
oleg berman
Jerry berrol
seymour blank
douglas bolling
marianna bonanome
daria bouadana
monique breeland
mary browne
candido cabo
bernardo Justin campoy
daniel capruso
steve caputo
holly carley
stanley carroll
Quintin cedeno
robert cermele
konstantin chmakov
majeedul chowdhury
marilyn cortell
k. A. cuordileone
frances danna
frank de Zego
Ann delilkan
Peter deraney
dominick desantis
Andrew douglas
lois dreyer
lam duong
malcolm ebanks
stephen essien
kate falvey
Jane tainow feder
Andrea ferroglia
eileen fischer
rosalyn forbes
brad fox
Aydee Garcia
Joe Gershoff
laura Ghezzi
Urmi Ghosh-dastidar
Anthony Giovannetti
Georgianna Glose
tanya Goetz
John Graham
rigofredo Granados
stephen Grod
raffael Guidone
ezra halleck
richard hanley
carole harris
mitchell harris
madeline harrow
susan hein
mark hellermann
earl hill
charles hirsch
morris hounion
Alan huffman
mewburn humphrey
shah huq
stephen James
sunghoon Jang
nancy Jeudy
thomas Johnstone
Julia Jordan
laina karthikeyan
neil katz
roman kezerashvili
k. m. faisal khan
George kiezik
Paul king
ronda king
virginia knight
German kolmakov
boyan kostadinov
Arthur kramer
Jean kubeck
reneta lansiquot
elaine leinung
lufeng leng
Anne leonard
linda lerner
robert leston
hong li
victoria lichterman
hui liu
yili liu
eric lobel
Ariyeh maller
nicholas manos
natasha marcano dillon
david marshall
Joel mason
sheila miller
elizabeth milonas
helga moor
Gary morgan
Jane mushabac
mustapha nadmi
rita nae
sonia natiello
Jonathan natov
carmen negron
mary nilles
Giovanni ossola
mary lou ostling
costas Panayotakis
steve Panford
Peter Parides
kenneth Parker
marie Parnes
michael Pasternack
ralf Philipp
ronald Platzer
lisa Pope fischer
charles Porter
Ali ragoub
timothy reinig
Jonas reitz
Alice richardson
Johannah rodgers
richard rodney
Phyllis rosenblatt
randi ross
Patricia rudden
Jill russell
nigel salts
cathy santore
James schlefer
karen schmauk
Jeremy seto
nadeem shahzad
stanley shapiro
sybil shaver
Albert sherman
harrison simmons
ekland skifteri
maura smale
Joseph smith
michael smith
stephanie smolinsky
olufemi sodeinde
Armando solis
sarah standing
kimberly strickler
elaine tannenbaum
Arnavaz taraporevala
ryoya terao
carol thomas
Junior tidal
Amra tomlinson
thomas tradler
carmen valenzuela
Justin vazquez-Poritz
shauna vey
lyubov viglina
celeste waddy
roger wieber
thomas wilk
selwyn williams
James wise
Phyllis wolff
richard woytowich
ken yip
nina young
hong yuan
lin Zhou
Alice Zinnes

RETIREES
suzanne Abruzzo
Ann Agranoff
Patricia Allaire
Jacob Appleman
Jack Arnow
louis Asekoff
Jane Atlas
carl Aylman

evelyn barish
robert bauer
lenore beaky
karen beatty
renato r. bellu
Joel berger
selman A. berger
Joanne bernstein
frederick binder
Paul bobb
Jack bolen
Patricia bramwell
leticia brereton
francine brewer
keener brian
renate bridenthal
stanley brodsky
Paul broer
Arline bronzaft
helen cairns
irving caminsky
harry cason
fairfid caudle
william chace
norah chase
norbert chencinski
leo chosid
daniel claster
Jim cohen
diego colón
kermit cook
richard currie
stephen daitz
isaias de Jesus
victor de leon
emilio de torre
Anthony derosa
diane dimartino
Jackie disalvo
Anthony drago
emil draitser
tibbi duboys
Philip eggers
James fahey
samuel farber
rogelio fernandez
ellen fine
John flowers
susan forman
william foster, Jr.
Philip freedman
bill friedheim
rosalie friend
ruth frisz
nanette funk
Adriana Garcia
ernest Garthwaite
lola Gellman
barbara Gerber-krasner
thomas J. Gerson
nicholas Gilroy
Phyllis Gluck
mark Goldberg
Jeffrey Golland
donald Goodman
cynrhi Gordon-cooper
dolores Gracian
Joan Greenbaum
dolores Greenberg
Joan Gregg
lois Griffith
charles Guzzetta
edward hack
dorathea halpert
barbara hanning
John harbeson
Joan hartman
murray hausknecht
iris hawkins
irvin heard
George held
ruth herz
John holland
nellie horne
ingrid hughes
John hyland
richard isaac
Godfrey isaacs
norman isaacson
dorothy James
ellen mosen James
lee Jenkins
steven Jervis
Peter Jonas
Jacob Judd
George kanganis
edgar kann
Jaafar kassem-Ali
don kelly
Glenn kissack
david kotelchuck
dominick labianca
frank lagana
david laibman
John lally
sol lapatine
stephen leberstein
howard lepzelter
dede levinson
Gavin lewis
walter litvak
Peter martin
Gregory matloff
Pedro l. maymi
cecelia mccall
Joseph mcelroy
lilia melani
Joan P. mencher
sally mettler
Gerald meyer
vivian michaels
John mineka
ruth misheloff
charles molesworth
eileen moran
mark nadel
marilyn neimark
Jacqueline m. newman
Peter nigro
rhona noll
Jesus nuevo
tony o’brien
Patricia oldham
susan o’malley
Alex orenstein
beth Pacheco
sarah Papier
Jane Paznik-bondarin
James Perlstein
drora Pershing
Gerald Pinciss
martin Pine
Paulette Plonchak-

dinnerstein
Jeanine Plottel
richard Pollak
betty Popper
chantal Prepetit
howard Prince
Peter Purchia
morris rabinowitz
Peter ranis
lawrence raphael
lynton raphael
Patricia reber
cordelia reimers
howard reznikoff
evelyn Jones rich
carol rivera-kron
sylvia roberts
carmelo rodriguez
cicely rodway
Gordon rogoff
sidney rosenberg
david rothchild
catherine rovira
mary rowan
frederik rusch
luciano rusich
rochelle salins
wilford saunders
barbara scheele
Joel schwartz
virginia scott
wendy scribner
david seeley
Geore shapiro
edward shaughnessy
Paul sheridan
kenneth sherrill
carol sicherman
Gerald sider
helene silverman
francis silvernail
brijraj singh

robert singleton
carol smith
karen smith
ian spatz
Ann sprayregen
elizabeth starcevic
Philip stern
Jon-christian suggs
florence tager
elaine taibi
miriam tausner
martin tiersten
Joyce toney
Jose m. torres-santiago
Phyllis tortora
steven trimboli
Jose A. troche
leonard vogt
Gloria waldman
clara watnick
sheldon weinbaum
Jean weisman
Anita wenden
cynthia whittaker
Jean winter
thomas woods
robert wurman
irwin yellowitz

QUEENS COLLEGE
nancy Agabian
Ammiel Alcalay
Joel Allen
christa Altenstetter
Andres Andrade
mark Anson-cartwright
nancy Armao
eleanor Armour-thomas
maria Argyros 
Arto Artinian
sandra babb
marcia baghban
mitchell baker
Alexander bauer
elissa bemporad
barbara berg
david berkman
susan bernofsky
Jeffrey bird
kevin birth
robert bittman
ryan black
melissa bobe
stephane boissinot
barbara bowen
John bowman
Justin bracken
Andre bregegere
francesca bregoli
Patrick brock
bruce brown
claudia brumbaugh
Jonathan buchsbaum
wesley buckwalter
Glenn burger
henry burnett
harvey burstein
mary bushnell Greiner
Juan caamano
Phyllis cannon-Pitts
theresa caporossi
clare carroll
Jeffrey cassvan
Peter chabora
daniel chapuis
Amy chazkel
Arthur chitty
seo-young chu
nicholas coch
Paul cohen
Alyson cole
John collins
Paulina colon
nancy comley
maureen connor
nicole cooley
Jennifer coplin
Alberto cordero
morena corradi
marisol cortes
sarah covington
emily curtin
Alexandra cvejic
Amy david
Grace davie
Jacqueline davis
harriet davis-kram
Ann davison
Alexandra de luise
maggie dickinson
Andrew dicus
donna doyle
Annmarie drury
timothy eaton
Jennifer eddy
susan einhorn
mara einstein
hester eisenstein
omri elisha
chris eng
robert engel
hugh english
cherice evans
Paul fadoul
duncan faherty
nancy falcon
linda farhood-karasavva
harry feiner
claudia feldstein
beverly fenig
sujatha fernandes
Alvaro fernandez
eva fernández
Gloria fisk
lisa flanzraich
nancy foasberg
mary foote
diane forte
daniela francisco
Joshua freeman
michael friedman
thomas frosch
Joy fuqua
david Gabel
nicholas Gamso
Julian Gantt
fred Gardaphe
Judy Garelle
Azriel Genack
Julie George
david Gerwin
carol Giardina
hilail Gildin
Peter Glass
nora Glickman
sue Goldhaber
stephanie Goldson
Joseph Gong
Antonio Gonzalez
teresa Gonzalez
marci Goodman
harvey Gram
Jeffrey Greenberg
stephen Grover
kimiko hahn
nicole hala
murphy halliburton
Jeffrey halperin
Jessica harris
meghan healey
marc helman
nancy hemmes
George hendrey
william hersh
Amy herzog
michael hickerson
carrie hintz
neal hitzig
robin hizme
nathalia holtzman
caroline hong
chrstine howard
hubert howe
tsai-shiou hsieh
emily John
James John
helen Johnson
renee Jolles
James Jordan
evelyn Julmisse
bobbie kabuto
Anupama kapse
robert kapsis
lisa karakaya
richard kaufman

inas kelly
theodore kesler
Akhtar khan
chin kim
Judith kimerling
sari kisilevsky
Gerald koeppl
michael krasner
kai krienke
steven kruger
sanjai kumar
maria la russo
david lahti
Alan landes
barbara lane
John lange
robert lanson
eric lehman
edmund leites
lucia lermond
david leventhal
marc levine
norman lewis
harriet li
suzanne li
mandana limbert
Anastasiya lipnevich
michael lipsey
keena lipsitz
Alexander lisyansky
heysel llopis-rodas
elizabeth lowe
moya luckett
Allan ludman
Pokay ma
susan macmillan
miki makihara
irving markovitz
Jose martinez torrejon
richard maxwell
richard mccoy
Allison mcGovern
basir mchawi
cecilia mchugh
diana meckley
James mellone
diane menna
vinod menon
susan meswick
nick metas
krystyna michael
sara michael luna
corinne michels
marvin milich
Joseph mills
James moore
wayne moreland
michael mossman
kristin mozeiko
esther muehlbauer
roopali mukherjee
william muraskin
brian murfin
Premila nadasen
michael newman
Jeff nichols
roy nitzberg
Joan nix
Judith nysenholc
Jennifer oates
william offenbaker
Gregory o’mullan
rafael ovalle
sherry overholt
megan Paslawski
ekaterina Pechenkina
stephen Pekar
maurice Peress
daniel Phillips
francois Pierre-louis
Anita Pinzi
donald Pirone
thomas Plummer
wendy Powers
timothy Pugh
Patricia rachal
Arnold ramsaran
karen regen
Alex reichl
mindi reich-shapiro
charles repole
david richter
kathleen riley
morey ritt
leonard rodberg
igor rodriguez
domenico romero
david ronis
marcy rosen
morris rossabi
susan rotholz
william rothstein
caroline rupprecht
Andrew saderman
Jennifer sainato
line saint-hilaire
manuel sanudo
James saslow
dean savage
bruce saylor
talia schaffer
veronica schanoes
doreen schmitt
david schober
ellen scott
miryam segal
John seley
Arthur shippee
timothy short
yunzhong shu
sian silyn roberts
barbara simerka
mark simon
suzanna simor
rhoda sirlin
edward smaldone
martin small
Janice smith
marcia smith
Phyllis solomon
shige song
Jon sperling
ryan sperry
Joel spring
karen steuerwalt
Gillian stewart
sara stinson
thomas strekas
Gopal subramaniam
karen sullivan
Joseph sungolowsky
Joseph svitak
larissa swedell
lila swell
izabella taler
nora teikmanis
Jason tougaw
rebecca traynor
Pierre tribaudi
John troynaski
Amy tucker
franklin turner
John tytell
lisa vaia
John waldman
Andrea walkden
Abe walker
nathalis wamba
Amy wan
John wang
Jiselle warner
frank warren
Joyce warren
edisa weeks
bette weidman
karen weingarten
Alan weinman
John weir
Gordon whatley
chastity whitaker
christopher winks
cassandra winter
bob wintermute
h. roz woll
simone yearwood
chuixiang yi
serinity young
Andrew yuan
Jack Zevin
yan Zheng
evan Zimroth

QUEENSBOROUGH CC
melissa Adeyeye
leslie Akst

susaan Alaiz losada
Georganne Albanese
Peter Alimaras
michael Altimari
sobeyda Alvarez
kimberly Ambruso
Antonella Ansani
christian Anyanwu
moulay driss Aqil
raul Armendariz
ellen Arnold
indra Avens
omar Ayed
Peter bales
Judith barbanel
chernor barrie
tina bayer
robert becker
lawerence bentley
diana berkowitz
manette berlinger
elaine bermack
emily berry
Aithne bialo-Padin
lawrence blake
cheryl bluestone
dona boccio
Joyce boffert
Aranzazu borrachero
rituparna bose
Anne-marie bourbon
cecelia braxton
daniel britt
michael brozinsky
Arnold bueso
Patricia burke
trikartikaningsih byas
sandra bygave dozier
thea callender
carol campbell
Peter campbell
Gina capozzoli
regina cardaci
diane carey
naydu carmona
robert cavanna
mike cesarano
chianli chen
steven cheng
carol chen-shea
tak cheung
Georgina colalillo
Jolene collins
cheryl comeau-kirschner
neil connolly
Jeffrey connors
caroline coppola
beth counihan
John cruz
Joe culkin
James cutrone
suzanne d’Agnes
steven dahlke
sarah danielsson
sara danzi
Umberto d’Arista
Aaron deetz
sunil dehipawala
michel dematteis
elise denbo
Arthurine desola
Patricia devaney
ellen donnelly
Joan dukes
helene dunkelblau
verena dunnigan
Joan dupre
Peter eckstein
megan elias
sharon ellerton
barbara emanuele
florence stathis farrat
franca ferrari-bridgers
wilma fletcher-Anthony
George fragopoulos
lisa freeland
elaine friedman
steven frishman
ronald fusco
nidhi Gadura
susan Garcia
luisa Garcia-conde
stanley Garfunkel
roger Gatti
susan Gelbman
John Gilleaudeau
ken Golden
Joseph Goldenberg
eva Goldhammer
federica Goldoni
robert Goldsman
Urszula Golebiewska
rosa Gomez
nidia Gonzalez
emily Gordon
melvin Gorelick
Joan Granston
karen Grant
Alfonso Greco
wenli Guo
david Gutmann
william haiby
ruchel hammer
eva knebel hampton
laurel harris
linda hart
richard harvey
rouya hashemi
tirandai hemraj-benny

April heron
Jeff hest
Patricia hickey
susan hock
todd holden
robert holt
larisa honey
ralph hurtado
rosemary iconis
susan Jacobowitz
mohammad Javdan
claudine Jean baptiste
christophe Jimenez
chong Jue
sasan karimi
Allan kashkin
felice katz
simran kaur
kerry keegan
wayne kennedy
kathleen kilcoyne
young kim
Joan kimmelman
shannon kincaid
david klarberg
elaine klau
elana klein
ilka kobets
marlene kohavy
dimitrios kokkinos
Anthony kolios
ron kornfeld
Aaron krac
Andrea kreinik
Joel kuszai
wei lai
sharon lall-ramnarine
mark lamoureux
linda landau
cary lane
matthew lau
theodore lauer
frances lee
eugene leff
Joanne leo
Antoine leveque
Phyllis levine
david lieberman
lanshiang lin
maan lin
martine lindquist
isabella lizzul
helmut loeffler
maria longobardi
John luby
barbara lynch
bryn mader
thomas madigan
Jose luis madrigal
tara maloney
Jennifer maloy
scott davi mancha
Gene J. mann
Peter marchitello
debra maslanko
hayes mauro
Azita mayeli
susan mclaughlin
edward mcnally
linda meltzer
lisa mertz
eddy mesidor
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ida miletich
Joan miller
namjong moh
Janice molloy
Anthony monahan
kip montgomery
megan moran
will mulligan
Jean murley
louis nashelsky
yamit nassiri
charles neuman
kristin nicholls
donald nicosia
Peter novick
carrie o’dell
holly o’donnell
Grace ola
Alan oppenheim
melvyn oshen
Jose osorio
Phyllis Pace
kee Park
kenneth Pearl
Philip Pecorino
Jesse Pena
Antoinette Peragine
Zivah Perel
ramon Perez
richard Perrotto
sandra Peskin
Joan Petersen
nancy-laurel Pettersen
brian Pickett
dion Pincus
mahmood Pournazari
Anthony Prato
karan Puri
maria Quiroga
sherry Gil rada
Jan ramjerdi
eladia raya
Amalia rechtman
sharon reeves
constance rehor
seth reisner

mike ritchie
bob rogers
william rogers
barbara rome
Phillip roncoroni
James rosa
monica rossi-miller
Julia rothenberg
david rothman
kathleen rowe
carol rudnick
steven rudnick
luz marina ruiz
Andrew russell
irina rutenburg
laura sabani
Andrea salis
melida sanchez
maurizio santoro
david sarno
James savage, Jr.
roland scal
barbara schein
Joseph schwartz
vincenzo selleri
Jed shahar
stephanie shapoff
vazgen shekoyan
scott sherman
david shimkin
Jun shin
Alicia sinclair
Aaron slodounik
kerri-Ann smith
Joyce sobel
boris sorkin
deleri springer
Julian stark
regina sullivan
Zinnat sultana
elizabeth suter
sylvia svitak
emily tai
John talbird
meg tarafdar
Alex tarasko
mangala tawde
elaine thompson
eileen tittmann
matthew trachman
Amy traver
George tremberger, Jr.
monica trujillo
rebecca tsai
Paul tschinkel
A. tsiola
Ann tullio
Jannette Urciuoli
Joseph vallone
Justine marie vickers
diego villada
kathleen villani
Gilmar visoni
rosanne vogel
edward volchok
sheldon wald
Patrick wallach
Jilani warsi
dolores weber
Judy wein
Paul weiss
kathleen wentrack
eileen white
stephen whitlock
stephanie williams
bernard woychowski
Jenny wu
weier ye
liisa yonker
lana Zinger

RESEARCH FOUNDATION
shirley bruce
Phyllis figueroa
lia molero
valerie nelson
James Pope
lorraine towns

SCHOOL OF 
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
clifford conner
charlyn hilliman
nancy hoch
kitty krupat
Penny lewis
stephanie luce
Gregory mantsios
Padraig o’donoghue
ed ott
linda ridley
francine sanchez
claudia shacter-

dechabert
lacey sischo

YORK COLLEGE
Gila Acker
stephen J. Addis d’amato
kamrul Ahsan
Julia Ait-Ziane
frederick Allotey
Anthony Andrews
mesfi Araya
william Ashton
nathan Austin
susan Austin
lilit bajaj
margaret ballantyne

linda barley
Aegina barnes
stephen barrera
John baxter
George bercovitz
robert brugna
linglan cao
iara cardo
John casey
donna chirico
coleen clay
Janice cline
charles coleman
mathew corcoran
timothy corkery
samira daher
louis d’Alotto
kristin davies
sarah delahousse
linda dill
margarita drago
John A. drobnicki
robert duncan
stephen fearnley
laura fishman
michael flynn
Jean francois
shirley frank
miriam fried
tomas Galan
crystal George-moses
samuel Ghelli
carly Gieseler
edwin Gomez
lidia Gonzalez
John Graffeo
sherrian Grant-fordham
linda maria Grasso
michele Gregory
cynthia haller
ian hansen
Jacqueline herranz-

brooks
claudia hortua
che-tsao huang
wenying huang-stolte
marc huberman
william hughes
samuel hux
mohamed iratni
Zhani Joanidhi
diatra Jones
kelly Josephs
katharine keenan
timothy kirk
lloyd klein
Andrea krauss
Joanne lavin
tania levey
Glenn lewis
Zulema luna
basdeo mangru
sarah marranca
farley mawyer
daniel mcGee
elizabeth meddeb
eric metcalf
Patricia milanes
regina misir
kathariya mokrue
mychel namphy
Jasmine narcisse
rishi nath
kay neale
trong nguyen
lindelwa ntutela
lissette nunez
Peter nwaobi
Patricia ogle
timothy Paglione
nancy Palladino
James Papa
robert Parmet
charlotte Patton
harrynauth Persaud
lawrence Preiser
frank Pritchard
dawn roberts-semple
daniel robie
theresa rooney
beth rosenthal
debbie rowe
howard ruttenberg
fabiola salek
cosim sayid
mark schuller
claire serant
tonya shearin-Patterson
scott sheidlower
yolanda small
winsome smickle
Patricia solis
dorothy staub
lorraine stern
karen taborn
mariahadessa tallie
virginia thompson
thomas tilitz
eva vasquez
francisco villegas
susan voll
steven weisblatt
Galila werber-Zion
George white
Anna williams
dora wolosin
t. c. wu
brian yeung
Xiaodan Zhang

Have you signed?
As of MArch 23, the PSC’s petition for the repeal 
and replacement of Pathways had been signed by 
4,189 CUNY faculty, staff and retirees. That’s just 
the total so far – by the time you read this, the 
number will certainly be higher.

If you haven’t signed the petition yet, it’s not too 
late. You can sign online at tinyurl.com/PSC-PW-
petition – or print a paper copy at tinyurl.com/PSC-
PW-petition-PDF and gather signatures from your 
colleagues, too. (It’s all right if people sign both 
the paper petition and online. We’re being careful 
to weed out any duplicates.)

The petition will be presented to CUNY’s trustees 
in the last week of April. If you haven’t signed al-
ready and want to make sure your name  is includ-
ed, please sign the petition by April 20. Again, you 
can sign online at tinyurl.com/PSC-PW-petition. 
(And you can post this page in your department.)

For publication in this issue of Clarion, we’ve made 
every effort to include all signatures that could be 
verified by press time. If you signed the petition 
by March 23 but your name is not listed here, we 
apologize – e-mail Doug Ferrari (dferrari@pscmail.
org) and we’ll make sure your name is included.

Petition to repeal & replace Pathways
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useful life of more than one year are capitalized. De-
preciation is recorded on the straight-line method 
over the estimated useful life of the asset. Lease-
hold improvements are amortized on the straight-
line method over the lesser of the life of the lease 
or the estimated useful life of the improvements.

Deferred rent – Operating leases are straight-lined 
over the term of the lease. Deferred rent has been 
recorded for the difference between the fixed pay-
ment and the rent expense.

Unrestricted net assets – Unrestricted net assets 
include funds having no restriction as to use or 
purpose imposed by donors.

Membership dues – Membership dues are rec-
ognized as revenue over the membership period. 
Dues come directly from members through payroll 
deductions and direct payments.

Subsidies from affiliates – Subsidies from affili-
ates are reimbursements of certain costs agreed 

Notes to FiNaNcial statemeNts
august 31, 2011 aNd 2010

Note 1 – NatuRe oF oRgaNiZatioN

Professional Staff Congress/CUNY (“PSC/CUNY”) 
was created by a merger of the Legislative Conference 
of The City University of New York and the United 
Federation of College Teachers. It was created to be 
the collective bargaining representative of the in-
structional staff of the City University of New York.

PSC/CUNY is a not-for-profit organization exempt 
from federal income tax under Section 501(c)(5) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. PSC/CUNY’s primary sourc-
es of revenues are membership dues and agency fees.

Note 2 – summaRY oF sigNiFicaNt ac-
couNtiNg Policies

Basis of accounting – The financial statements 
are prepared on the accrual basis of accounting.

Use of estimates – The preparation of financial 
statements in conformity with accounting prin-
ciples generally accepted in the United States of 
America requires management to make estimates 
and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent 
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial state-
ments. Estimates also affect the reported amounts of 
revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Cash and cash equivalents – For financial state-
ment purposes, the organization counts all liquid in-
struments with maturities at the time of purchase of 
three months or less to be cash equivalents. Included 
in cash is $229,554 at August 31, 2011 and 2010,* which 
is security for the lease (Note 5), which will be held as 
security until the termination of such lease in 2022.

Certificates of deposit – Certificates of deposit 
have maturity dates of more than three months 
and are considered investments for purposes of 
cash flow reporting.

Investments – Investments are recorded at fair 
value. PSC/CUNY invests in various securities. 
Investment securities, in general, are exposed 
to various risks such as interest rate, credit, and 
overall market volatility. Due to the level of risk 
associated with certain investment securities, it 
is reasonably possible that changes in the values 
of investment securities will occur in the near 
term, based on the markets’ fluctuations, and that 
such changes could materially affect the amounts 
reported in the financial statements.

Accounts and dues receivable – Receivables are 
recorded as revenues are recognized. PSC/CUNY 
does not charge or accrue interest on outstanding 
receivables.

Allowance for doubtful accounts – Receivables 
are charged to bad debt expense when they are de-
termined to be uncollectible based upon a periodic 
review of the accounts by management. Factors 
used to determine whether an allowance should 
be recorded include the age of the receivable and a 
review of payments subsequent to year end. PSC/
CUNY has determined that no allowance for doubt-
ful accounts for receivables is necessary as of Au-
gust 31, 2011 and 2010.*

Fixed assets – Fixed assets are recorded at cost. 
Items with a cost in excess of $500 and an estimated 

PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND AUDITOR’S REPORT
AUGUST 31, 2011 AND 2010*
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Independent Auditor’s Report
Board of directors
Professional staff congress/cuNY

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Professional Staff Con-
gress/CUNY as of August 31, 2011 and 2010,* and the related statements of rev-
enues, expenses and changes in net assets, and cash flows for the years then 
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of Professional Staff 
Congress/CUNY’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes consideration of 
internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of Professional Staff Congress/CUNY’s internal 
control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An 
audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles 
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a 
reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of Professional Staff Congress/CUNY as 
of August 31, 2011 and 2010,* and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows 
for the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally ac-
cepted in the United States of America.
January 4, 2012 LOEB & TROPER, LLP
 655 Third Avenue, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10017

to benefit PSC-CUNY and the affiliates. Revenue 
is recognized as expenses are incurred.

Functional allocation of expenses – The costs 
of providing services have been summarized on a 
functional basis. Accordingly, certain costs have 
been allocated between the program and support-
ing services benefited.

Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures

Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures, ASC 
Topic 820, establishes a framework for measuring 
fair value. The framework provides a fair value 
hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation 
techniques used to measure fair value. The hi-
erarchy gives the highest priority to unadjusted 
quoted prices in active markets for identical assets 
or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the lowest 
priority to unobservable inputs (Level 3 measure-
ments). The three levels of the fair value hierarchy 
are described below. Level 1 inputs to the valuation 
methodology are unadjusted quoted prices for iden-
tical assets or liabilities in active markets that PSC/
CUNY has the ability to access. Level 2 inputs to the 
valuation methodology include:

	 ●		Quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities 
in active markets;

	 ●		Quoted prices for identical or similar assets 
or liabilities in inactive markets;

	 ●		Inputs other than quoted prices that are ob-
servable for the asset or liability;

	 ●		Inputs that are derived principally from or 
corroborated by observable market data by 
correlation or other means.

If the asset or liability has a specified (contractual) 
term, the Level 2 input must be observable for sub-
stantially the full term of the asset or liability. Level 
3 inputs to the valuation methodology are unobserv-
able and significant to the fair value measurement. 
The asset or liability’s fair value measurement level 
within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest 
level of any input that is significant to the fair value 
measurement. Valuation techniques used need to 
maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize 
the use of unobservable inputs.

The following is a description of the valuation meth-
odologies used for assets measured at fair value. 
There have been no changes in the methodologies 
used at August 31, 2011 and 2010.*

Money market funds – Valued at the closing price 
reported on the active market on which the indi-
vidual securities are traded.

Equity and bond mutual funds – Valued at the 
net asset value (NAV) of shares held at year end.

Cash and cash equivalents, equities, fixed-in-
come securities and corporate bonds – Valued at 
the closing price reported on the active market on 
which the individual securities are traded.

The methods described above may produce a fair 
value calculation that may not be indicative of net 
realizable value or reflective of future fair values. 
Furthermore, while PSC/CUNY believes its valu-
ation methods are appropriate and consistent with 
other market participants, the use of different meth-
odologies or assumptions to determine the fair value 
of certain financial instruments could result in a dif-
ferent fair value measurement at the reporting date.

See Note 3 for table which sets forth by level within 
the fair value hierarchy, the assets and liabilities of 
fair value at August 31, 2011 and 2010.*

Uncertainty in income taxes – PSC/CUNY has de-
termined that there are no material uncertain tax 
positions that require recognition or disclosure in 
the financial statements. Periods ending August 31, 
2008 and subsequent remain subject to examination 
by applicable taxing authorities.

Subsequent events – Subsequent events have 
been evaluated through January 4, 2012, which is 
the date the financial statements were available 
to be released.

On this page Clarion reprints information from the PSC’s audited financial statement 
for the year ending August 31, 2011. The full statement, which also includes figures 
for the year ending August 31, 2010, is available on the PSC website at psc-cuny.org/
PSC-budget-FY2011. Due to limited space, only the 2011 figures are included here.

* Due to limited space, only figures for the year ending Aug. 31, 2011, are included here. Figures for the year ending Aug. 31, 2010, are available at psc-cuny.org/PSC-budget-FY2011.

Note 3 – iNVestmeNts aNd FaiR Value 
HieRaRcHies

The following table sets forth by level, within the 
fair value hierarchy, the assets at fair value as of 
August 31, 2011...*:

 2011 2010 
 level 1 level 1
Money market funds $203 $          258
Equity mutual funds 852,606 864,451
Bond mutual funds 4,446,190 4,038,484
 $ 5,298,999 4,903,193

Note 4 – FiXed assets
    useful
 2011 2010 lives
Equipment $ 441,446 $ 425,511 5 years
Leasehold  374,725 374,725 15 years
improvements
Furniture 280,806 280,806 5-7 years
and fixtures
 1,096,977 1,081,042
Accumulated (771,781) (712,570)
depreciation and
amortization
 $ 325,196 $ 368,472

Note 5 – lease commitmeNts

PSC/CUNY rents space for its administrative office. 
The lease includes provisions for escalations and 
utility charges. The lease expires August 31, 2022. 
Rent is being expensed on the straight-line method 
over the term of the lease.

Rent expense for the years ended August 31, 2011 
and 2010 was $928,319 and $752,749, respectively.

Minimum payments required under the lease are 
as follows:

 2012 $      856,071
 2013 880,992
 2014 898,765
 2015 924,186
 2016 944,243
 Thereafter 6,371,161
  $ 10,875,418

PSC/CUNY rents out a portion of its premises to an 
affiliated organization. Total rental income for the 
years ended August 31, 2011 and 2010 was $173,853 
and $168,933, respectively. The sublease is effective 
through August 31, 2022. The affiliated organiza-
tion shall pay PSC/CUNY a sum equal to 23.90% 
of the 15th-floor rent due from PSC/CUNY to the 
owner of the premises.

Rental income over the term of the lease is as 
follows:

 2012 $      171,845
 2013 175,282
 2014 178,788
 2015 182,361
 2016 187,824
 Thereafter 1,228,630
  $   2,124,730

Note 6 – PeNsioN PlaNs

Clerical and support staff are covered by a noncon-
tributory defined contribution pension plan adminis-
tered by Local 153 - OPEIU. Contributions to this plan 
amounted to $55,945 for the year ended August 31, 
2011 and $54,198 for the year ended August 31, 2010.

PSC/CUNY also sponsors a defined benefit pen-
sion plan covering all professional (non-clerical/
support) employees who are over the age of twenty-
one and have completed one year of service, except 
those covered above and temporary professional 
employees. All contributions are made by PSC/
CUNY.

The following table summarizes the benefit ob-
ligations, fair value of assets, funded status and 
accrued benefit costs as of August 31, 2011...* and 
employer contributions, benefits paid and net peri-

odic pension costs for the years then ended:

 2011 2010
Benefit obligation $ (2,458,978) $ (2,716,304)
Fair value of plan assets  1,425,912  1,873,913
Funded status $ (1,033,066) $ (842,391)
Accrued pension payable
benefit cost recognized 
in the balance sheet $ (1,033,066) $ (842,391)
Benefits paid $ 910,021 $ 10,831
Contributions $ 206,374 $ 174,898
Net periodic pension cost $ 350,419 $ 254,809

Weighted average assumptions as of August 31, 2011.*:
 2011 2010
Discount rate 5.0% 5.5%
Expected return on plan assets 7.0% 7.0%
Rate of compensation increase 4.0% 4.0%

PSC/CUNY’s pension plan asset allocations by as-
set category are as follows:

 2011 2010
asset category level 1 level 1

Cash and cash equivalents $ 61,845 $ 132,958
Equities
 Common stock - domestic 723,867 890,784
 Common stock -American 69,232 96,421
 depository receipts 
Fixed-income securities
 U.S. Treasury notes  379,968
 Government agencies 89,711 190,648
Mutual funds  
 Equity funds 481,257 177,911
Corporate bonds  5,223

  Total $ 1,425,912 $ 1,873,913

PSC/CUNY’s investment policies are designed to 
ensure that adequate plan assets are available 
to provide future payments of pension benefits 
to eligible participants. Taking into account the 
expected long-term rate of return on plan assets, 
PSC/CUNY formulates the investment portfolio 
composed of the optimal combination of cash and 
cash equivalents, equities and fixed income.

Cash Flows

PSC/CUNY does not expect to contribute to its pen-
sion plan in 2012.

The following benefit payments, which reflect 
expected future service, are expected to be paid 
as follows:

 2012 $ - 
 2013  -
 2014  551,709
 2015  -
 2016  -
 2017-2021  2,720,339

In 2011 and 2010, PSC/CUNY has recorded an ad-
justment of $46,631 and $483,366, respectively, to 
its net assets for the additional change in prepaid 
pension asset/accrued pension liability beyond the 
current-year pension expense.

Note 7 – FuNctioNal eXPeNses

PSC/CUNY provides collective bargaining and 
other union-related services to its members. Ex-
penses related to these programs are:

 2011 2010
Union activities $ 12,101,201 $ 12,016,488
Management and general 3,528,904 3,384,752
 Total expenses $ 15,630,105 $ 15,401,240

Note 8 – coNceNtRatioNs

Financial instruments which potentially subject 
PSC/CUNY to a concentration of credit risk are 
cash and cash equivalents with major financial 
institutions in excess of FDIC insurance limits. 
Management believes that credit risk related to 
these accounts is minimal.

EXHIBIT B
PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, ExPENSES AND CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
AUGUST 31, 2011

 2011
revenues

membership dues and agency fees $ 12,668,999
subsidies from affiliates – nys United teachers, inc.

and American federation of teachers  2,554,044
interest and dividends (net of $15,744 in investment fees for 2011)  190,099
Gain on investments  156,982
rental income (note 5)  173,853

total revenues  15,743,977

expenses
salaries  2,665,816
fringe benefits  1,353,818
depreciation and amortization  59,211
dues to affiliated organizations  8,279,023
conferences and meetings  136,657
occupancy (note 5)  972,550
repairs and maintenance  149,089
office supplies, printing and publishing  311,154
Postage and delivery  53,539
Professional fees  369,197
contract and budget campaigns  295,816
insurance  37,445 
stipends and reassigned time  667,724
mobilization and outreach  139,843
community relations  23,585
elections  10,798
committees  10,388
cultural activities  13,867
other expenses  64,841

total expenses   15,614,361

change in unrestricted net assets before other changes   129,616

Pension adjustment (note 6)  (46,630)

change in unrestricted net assets (exhibit c)  82,986

net assets – unrestricted – beginning of year  5,047,082

net assets – unrestricted – end of year (exhibit A) $ 5,130,068

see independent auditor’s report.

the accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.

ExHIBIT C
PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
AUGUST 31, 2011

 2011
cash flows from operating activities
change in net assets (exhibit b) $ 82,986 

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets
to net cash used by operating activities

depreciation and amortization  59,211 
Gain on investments  (156,982)
decrease (increase) in assets

Accounts receivable  14,408 
dues receivable  (108,000)

increase (decrease) in liabilities  
due to nys United teachers, inc.  

and American federation of teachers  (262,000)
Accounts payable  (63,532)
Accrued expenses  (420)
deferred rent  83,780 
Accrued pension payable  190,675 
Accrued compensated absences  365 

net cash used by operating activities  (159,509)

cash flows from investing activities  
Purchase of fixed assets  (15,935)
Purchase of certificate of deposits  (298,000)
liquidation of certificate of deposits  297,000 
Proceeds from sale of investments  931,031 
Purchase of investments  (1,169,855)

net cash used by investing activities  (255,759)

net decrease in cash and cash equivalents  (415,268)

cash and cash equivalents – beginning of year  1,036,285 

cash and cash equivalents – end of year $ 621,017 

see independent auditor’s report.

the accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.

EXHIBIT A
PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY

BALANCE SHEET
AUGUST 31, 2011

 2011
ASSETS
cash and cash equivalents $ 621,017
certificates of deposit  992,000
investments (note 3)  5,298,999
Accounts receivable  365,000
dues receivable  567,000
Prepaid expenses  10,165
fixed assets - net (note 4)  325,196

total assets $ 8,179,377

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 
due to nys United teachers, inc.
 and American 
 federation of teachers $ 1,061,000
Accounts payable  175,696
Accrued expenses  61,476
Accrued compensated absences  470,530
Accrued pension payable (note 6)  1,033,066
deferred rent  247,541

total liabilities  3,049,309

net assets (exhibit b)
Unrestricted   5,130,068

total liabilities and net assets $ 8,179,377

see independent auditor’s report.

the accompanying notes are an integral part of these 
statements.



By PeteR hogness  
& Jake BLuMgaRt

What do prestigious scientific jour-
nals like Cell and The Lancet have to 
do with privatizing public services, 
union-busting, or cutting corporate 
taxes? 

The publishing company that 
owns these journals, Reed Elsevi-
er, has supported all of these goals 
through its contributions to the 
American Legislative Exchange 
Council (ALEC).

ALEC ia a corporate-funded, 
politically conservative “bill mill,” 
which develops legislative tem-
plates for state-level laws that serve 
its political goals. The group holds 
networking conferences for politi-
cally sympathetic state legislators 
– such as Wisconsin Gov. Scott 
Walker, when he was a State As-
sembly member – where ideas are 
shared and its model bills are cir-
culated (see sidebar).

Reed Elsevier is a leading mem-
ber of ALEC – and also the parent 
company of Elsevier, one of the 
largest academic publishing com-
panies in the world. It owns about 
2,000 academic journals, primarily 
scientific and medical, and a diverse 
array of other information-related 
businesses, including LexisNexis. 

ALEC has more than 250 corpo-
rate members (the exact number is 
uncertain, as the organization re-
fuses to release a full list), but Reed 

Elsevier is one of just 23 that sit on 
ALEC’s national Private Enterprise 
Board. Reed-Elsevier lobbyist Tere-
sa Jennings represents the compa-
ny on this board, serving alongside 
better-known corporations such as 
Wal-Mart and ExxonMobil.

As its active membership in 
ALEC illustrates, Reed Elsevi-
er’s interests are more similar 
to those of other corporations 
than many would assume. The 
company’s academic journal di-
vision, Elsevier, had an impres-
sive 36% profit rate in 2010, on 
revenues of $3.2  billion. Reed 
Elsevier’s CEO, Erik Engstrom, was 
paid $2.93 million in total compensa-
tion in 2009, the most recent year for 
which public figures are available.

Like other corporations, Reed El-
sevier’s legislative interests are in 
the first place concerned with keep-
ing those profit numbers high – even 
when this conflicts with the central 
purpose of academic journals, the 
dissemination of knowledge. 

owneRshiP
For example, the company has 

been a vocal supporter of the Re-
search Works Act. As The New York 
Times reported in February, this 
bill “would prohibit federal agen-
cies from requiring open access to 
research, even if it is financed by 

taxpayers,” in order to protect the 
proprietary interests of publishing 
companies. Reed Elsevier also sup-
ported the Protect Intellectual Prop-
erty Act (PIPA) and the Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA), a pair of bills that 
ran into a firestorm of grassroots 

opposition for the limits 
they would have placed 
on Internet free speech.

ALEC’s members are 
strongly supportive of 
corporate ownership in-
terests in such debates, 
and that, plus access to 
ALEC’s nationwide net-

work of legislators in all 50 states, 
may be reason enough for Reed 
Elsevier’s participation. To what 
extent Reed Elsevier has used 
ALEC to push pet bills of its own is 
unknown, because ALEC does not 
routinely make text of its model leg-
islation public (see sidebar). What 
is clear, however, is that Reed El-
sevier’s participation in ALEC in-
volves the company in a political 
project that sharply conflicts with 
academic values.

For example, many scientists who 
have published in Elsevier-owned 
journals would be surprised to 
know that profits from those jour-
nals are used to block action against 
global warming. 

ALEC supports efforts to get 
states to withdraw from regional 
efforts to counter global warming, 
like the Western Climate Initia-
tive, in which state, provincial and 
local authorities work together 
to reduce their carbon footprint. 
ALEC’s model legislation on climate 
change contends that “forcing busi-
ness, industry, and food producers 
to reduce carbon emissions through 
government mandates and cap-and-
trade policies under consideration 
for the regional climate initiative 
will increase the cost of doing 
business,” and calls for states to 
withdraw from regional climate 
initiatives. 

wisConsin
Other ALEC model bills attack the 

rights of public employee unions, in-
cluding faculty at public universities 
(see sidebar). When University of 
Wisconsin historian William Cronon 
published a blog post on ALEC’s role 
in anti-union efforts in his state, 
pro-ALEC activists immediately 
went on a legal fishing expedition 
into Cronon’s files and e-mail, in an 

unsuccessful search for something 
to use against him (see tinyurl.com/
Clarion-Cronon).

ALEC’s other model bills include 
a version of David Horowitz’s so-
called “Academic Bill of Rights,” 
which would enable state legisla-
tors to monitor the political views 
of public university faculty – a pro-
posal that has been condemned by 
the American Historical Associa-
tion, the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities, and the 
American Association of University 
Professors.

ALEC’s “140 Credit Hour Act” 
takes one of the most punitive ap-
proaches yet to the question of col-
lege graduation rates: Students who 
take more than that number of cred-
its before graduating from a public 
university would get hit with 25% tu-
ition hikes, and the university could 
“no longer count those students as 
enrolled.” 

BoyCott
Reed Elsevier’s alliance, through 

ALEC, with such anti-academic 
legislative efforts, has received 
little public scrutiny. But the high 
prices of its journals, its high prof-
its, and the company’s support for 
policies that restrict the flow of 
information have recently made 
Reed Elsevier the target of a schol-
ars’ boycott. “The Research Works 
Act was the straw that broke the 

camel’s back for many people,” In-
grid Daubechies, president of that 
International Mathematical Union, 
told the Times. More broadly, she 
said, “we feel that the social com-
pact is broken at present by some 
publishing houses, of which we 
feel Elsevier is the most extreme.” 
Daubechies added that Elsevier is 
“making much larger profits” than 
a few years ago, but delivering less 
to scholars in return.

Reed Elsevier’s membership in 
ALEC may be more of a symptom 
than a cause of the way its priorities 
diverge from those of working aca-
demics. But in the past, collective 
action by scholars and physicians 
has been able to force changes in 
the company’s conduct. 

ConfLiCt of inteRest
For example, Reed Elsevier has a 

division that runs trade shows, such 
as the London Book Fair. Until 2008, 
it also organized trade shows for the 
arms industry, inviting some of the 
world’s most repressive regimes. 
After British scholars organized a 
petition campaign demanding that 
the company stop making money 
from the arms trade, a former editor 
of British Medical Journal proposed 
a boycott of Elsevier by academics 
and medical professionals, arguing 
that making money from both the 
medical profession and the weapons 
industry represented a profound 
conflict of interest. Less than six 
months after the boycott was pro-
posed, the company announced that 
it would no longer organize arms in-
dustry trade shows.

There has been no similar effort 
targeting Reed-Elsevier’s member-
ship in ALEC – but its role in ALEC 
has not been widely known.

“[The American Legislative Ex-
change Council] is one of the most 
influential, unknown bodies in 
America,” the former head of Cali-
fornia’s Republican Party, Shawn 
Steel, told reporter Olga Khazan. 
“Now that Republicans are domi-
nating most states, ALEC has be-
come a fabulous idea factory.” 

Through their membership in 
ALEC, corporations participate di-
rectly in writing the group’s model 
bills. Unsurprisingly, many of those 
bills reflect a standard corporate 
wish list: lower taxes on corpora-
tions and the wealthy; hostility to 
unions; weakening environmental 
regulations, etc.

CeCi n’est Pas LégisLation
ALEC is officially a non-profit orga-

nization that, as Beau Hodai reported 
in In These Times, “is strictly prohib-
ited by federal tax code from taking 
part in the formation of legislation.” 
ALEC insists that its conferences are 
“educational forums,” and that while 
it circulates model bills, it is the leg-
islators, not ALEC, who turn those 
ideas into a law. “As such,” Hodai re-
ports, “ALEC claims it is not engaged 
in the crafting of actual legislation, 
nor is it engaged in lobbying.”

ALEC circulates those legislative 
templates to its members, not the pub-
lic. The vast majority of ALEC model 

bills that have surfaced to date were 
part of a massive leak last year to the 
Center for Media and Democracy, 
which has placed more than 800 of 
them online (at ALECexposed.org).  

State legislators often deny that 
their bills were inspired by ALEC, 
even when the language is similar 
or identical to bills advanced by 
ALEC members in other states. 
When Florida State Rep. Chris 
Dorworth proposed a ban on union 
dues checkoff for all public employ-
ees, GOP legislative officials told the 
press that Dorworth’s office “did not 
receive any materials from ALEC 
relating to this bill or any ‘model’ 
legislation.” But a public records 
request turned up three model bills 
on this subject in Dorworth’s work-
ing papers, with “Copyright, ALEC” 
printed on every one.         – PH & JB
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how aleC operates

Reed elsevier and aLeC

Profits from 
the Lancet 
are used to 
block action 
on climate 
change.

tenure track? We have your back

Leslie Francis (front right), assistant professor of business at QCC, listens as Michelle 
Wang, assistant professor of cooperative education at BMCC, asks a question during 
the Junior Faculty Development Day program held March 23 at the PSC Union Hall.
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The PSC is holding union-wide 
elections this spring. With ballots 
mailed to eligible members’ homes 
by the American Arbitration Asso-
ciation (AAA) on April 2. Complet-
ed ballots must be received by the 
AAA by 5:00 pm on Friday, April 27.

PSC elections occur on a three-
year cycle. In 2013 there will be 
elections for chapter-level positions 
in half of the union’s chapters, and 
chapter elections in the other half 
will follow in 2014. The next election 
for union-wide offices will be held 
in 2015.

On the following pages are state-
ments from Executive Council can-
didates and the slate, to which they 
belong. This year’s election for posi-
tions on the PSC’s Executive Council 
is uncontested: These candidates 
are all running as candidates of the 
New Caucus, which won contested 
union-wide elections in 2000, 2006 
and 2009, and an uncontested race 
in 2003. 

In the election for the PSC’s del-
egates to the American Federation 
of Teachers (AFT) and New York 
State United Teachers (NYSUT), 

there is a slate of New Caucus can-
didates and one candidate who is 
unaffiliated. Election of PSC dele-
gates to the American Association 
of University Professors (AAUP) 
is separate; in that voting, a New 
Caucus slate is uncontested.

PSC election rules provide all 
candidates for Executive Coun-
cil positions with access to union 
publications in order to put their 
views before the members. Each 
candidate for an Executive Council 
position is given a certain number 
of words for a statement; candi-

dates running on a common slate 
may pool this amount and devote 
some of it to a statement from the 
slate as a whole. 

You are eligible to vote if you 
have been a PSC member in good 
standing for at least four months 
when ballots are mailed out on 
April 2. If you believe you are eli-
gible but have not still received a 
ballot by April 9, please contact 
Barbara Gabriel at the PSC office 
(bgabriel@pscmail.org, or 212-
354-1252) for a duplicate ballot or 
to check your membership status. 

new Caucus candidates for delegates to new york State United teachers  
and american Federation of teachers conventions

PsC elections – april 2012
Vote for union-wide officers

new Caucus candidates for american association of  
University Professors annual delegates

Barbara Bowen Queens College
Steve London Brooklyn College
Michael Fabricant Hunter College
Arthurine DeSola Queensborough CC
Judith Barbanel Queensborough CC
Robert Cermele New York City Tech
James Davis Brooklyn College
Iris DeLutro Queens College

Anne Friedman Manhattan CC
Stephen Leberstein Retiree
Cecelia McCall Retiree
Bonnie Nelson John Jay College
Marcia Newfield Manhattan CC
Susan O’Malley Retiree
Stanley Wine Baruch College

Alice Baldwin-Jones City College
Judith Barbanel Queensborough CC
Steven Barrera  York College 
Michael Batson  College of Staten Island
Manette Berlinger  Queensborough CC
Craig Bernardini Hostos CC
Stanton Biddle  Retiree 
Barbara Bowen  Queens College
George Brandon  City College 
Mary Alice Browne  New York City Tech 
Jonathan Buchsbaum Queens College
Robert Cermele  New York City Tech
Michael Cesarano  Queensborough CC
Holly Clarke  John Jay College
Janice Cline  York College
Lorraine Cohen LaGuardia CC
Lizette Colón  Hostos CC
Clinton Crawford Medgar Evers College 
Frank Crocco BMCC
Berkis Cruz-Eusebio Hostos CC
James Davis  Brooklyn College
Frank Deale  Queens College Law
Iris DeLutro  Queens College
Arthurine DeSola  Queensborough CC
Scott Dexter  Brooklyn College
Leonard Dick Bronx CC 
Susan DiRaimo City College
Jackie DiSalvo Retiree
Gregory Dunkel Central Office
Hester Eisenstein Queens College
Sharif Elhakem  Lehman College 
Joseph Entin  Brooklyn College 
Mike Fabricant Hunter College
Robert Farrell  Lehman College

Alan Feigenberg City College 
Michelle Fine  Graduate Center
Shirley Frank  York College 
William Friedheim Retiree
Anne Friedman  BMCC 
Libby Garland  Kingsborough CC 
Tami Gold  Hunter College
Verna Green Medgar Evers College
Joan Greenbaum Retiree
Wayne Halliday Lehman College
Carol Hartman  College of Staten Island
David Hatchett Medgar Evers College
John Hyland  Retiree 
Rebekah Johnson LaGuardia CC
Glenn Kissack Retiree
Geoffrey Kurtz BMCC
Joel Kuszai  Queensborough CC
Reneta Lansiquot  New York City Tech 
LaRoi Lawton Bronx CC
Steven Leberstein Retiree
Steven Levine LaGuardia CC
Antonia Levy Queens College
Penny Lewis  Graduate Center
Patrick Lloyd  Kingsborough CC 
Steven London Brooklyn College
John Maerhofer Bronx CC
Nivedita Majumdar  John Jay College
Gerald Markowitz  John Jay College
Claudio Mazzatenta Bronx CC
Cecelia McCall  Retiree
Nikki McDaniel  Bronx CC 
Lucy McIntyre Central Office
Howard Meltzer BMCC
Diane Menna Queens College

Eileen Moran Retiree
Joyce Moorman BMCC
Catherine Mulder  John Jay College
Robert Nelson  Graduate Center
Marcia Newfield  BMCC
Anthony O’Brien  Retiree
Costas Panayotakis  New York City Tech 
Terry Parker  LaGuardia CC 
Alan Pearlman  Baruch College 
Michael Perna  Hunter College
Sharon Persinger  Bronx CC 
Glenn Petersen  Baruch College 
Vasilios Petratos  College of Staten Island
Felipe Pimentel  Hostos CC 
John Pittman  John Jay College 
Rubén Rangel  City College
Anselma Rodriguez  Brooklyn College 
Jacob Segal  Kingsborough CC 
Sigmund Shen  LaGuardia CC
Albert Sherman  New York City Tech
Michael Spear  Kingsborough CC 
Dorothy Staub  York College 
Andrea Vásquez  Graduate Center
Blanca Vázquez  Hunter College
Alex Vitale  Brooklyn College 
George Walters  LaGuardia CC
Paul Washington  Medgar Evers College 
Vera Weekes  Medgar Evers College
Steve Weisblatt  York College
Stanley Wine  Baruch College
Alex Wolf  Bronx CC 
Lana Zinger  Queensborough CC 

Unaffiliated candidate for delegate to  
new york State United teachers and 

american Federation of teachers  
conventions

Joel Greenstein  New York City Tech

nothing appropriate, professional 
or collaborative about denouncing 
an employee to the entire com-
munity of his colleagues,” Bowen 
wrote. “The PSC stands behind 
every member, and we will stand 
behind Professor Rosenthal. We 
will not tolerate such unprofes-
sional treatment of any member 
of the faculty or staff.” The union 
filed grievances on the firing, the 
disciplinary letters and workload 
in December, and an initial hearing 
was held in February. 

The first group of NCC faculty 
were hired through lines assigned 
to other colleges, as the NCC did not 
yet officially exist. Rosenthal’s un-
derlying appointment is at LaGuar-
dia, but he is fighting his dismissal 
from the NCC and aims to return to 
his position there.

In January, CUNY management 
canceled a scheduled labor-manage-
ment meeting on the NCC. When the 
administration declined to resched-
ule this meeting, which is contractu-
ally required, the union filed another 
grievance challenging the manage-
ment’s failure and refusal to abide by 
this provision of the contract.

As the start date for the NCC’s 
first classes draws near, faculty de-
scribe the school as a place where 
everyone is working hard but the 
institution is in disarray. “It’s a very 
crisis-ridden atmosphere,” said one. 
“We’re floundering so badly. I can’t 
imagine how we’ll be ready.”

seLf-CensoRshiP
NCC faculty interviewed by Clar-

ion say it is now harder than ever to 
disagree openly with the administra-
tion, given what one called “the en-
vironment of fear and intimidation.”

“People are censoring themselves 
because of what happened to oth-
ers who were more vocal before,” 
agreed another.

“If you speak out, you are afraid 
you are going to lose your job,” said 
another NCC employee. “Academic 
freedom is apparently nonexistent 
at the NCC.” 

(NCC officials did not respond to 
a request for comment on academic 
freedom at the NCC.) 

All faculty working full-time at 
the NCC are untenured, and the 
NCC has no tenured faculty of its 
own. (A handful of tenured faculty 
from other colleges have part-time 
duties at the NCC.) “We’re all re-
porting to the provost,” an NCC fac-
ulty member said in March. “Right 
now, that is the governance plan.”

“It would have a hugely chilling ef-
fect for our union rights and faculty 
governance if this college were held 
up as the model that all CUNY should 
follow,” said Schnee. The problems at 
the NCC, she said, reflect “a systemic 
issue” that has also emerged in the 
Pathways process – “reshaping the 
University to take power away from 
the faculty and put it into the hands 
of the administration.”

“I believe you can have an in-
novative curriculum while still re-
specting members’ union rights and 
treating faculty like the profession-
als we are,” Schnee told Clarion. 
“The two are not incompatible.”

nCC conflict
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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what we stand for
The New Caucus was formed in 1995 when hundreds of fac-
ulty and professional staff from across the University came 
together to dedicate our political lives to the project of mak-
ing CUNY the great public university it could be. It was a 
time of financial crisis that had rapidly degraded our work-
ing conditions and our students’ learning conditions. CUNY 
had never fully recovered from the New York City fiscal 
crisis in 1975, when thousands of faculty positions had been 
lost; twenty years later, conditions at CUNY had reached a 
low point.

What united us was the belief that CUNY was worth fighting 
for and that conditions could be changed if the union became 
a leader in that fight. We refused to accept the premise that 
CUNY will always be poor, that second-class conditions are 
good enough for our students – or for us.

We also understood that the union would be effective in the 
fight for change only if it became more than a narrowly de-
fined service organization. Attempting to address members’ 
individual needs while leaving the underlying conditions un-
touched was a failed strategy. To make real change, the PSC 
would have to become a serious political force rooted in an 
active membership.

That is what the union has become. After taking office in 
2000, the New Caucus leadership of the PSC has established 
itself as a power at the bargaining table, on the campuses, 
in City Hall, in Albany and even in national policy debates. 
Under our leadership, the erosion in conditions at CUNY has 
stopped, salaries have risen, health benefits have been pre-
served and expanded, support for research has increased, 
adjunct conditions have improved, and the free-fall in CUNY 
funding has been ended.

social Unionism is More effective for Members
The New Caucus approach is known as “social unionism.” 
The union builds the necessary power to serve members, 
and as it becomes politically powerful, it promotes a progres-
sive political agenda, fosters solidarity with other unions, 
builds and works within progressive coalitions, and contrib-
utes to the development of progressive mass movements. As 
the PSC has implemented this strategy of building collective 
power, the union has also become stronger in defending indi-
vidual members’ salaries, benefits and rights. The union is 
more powerful on bread-and-butter issues when it embraces 
a bolder vision.

a record of success
The New Caucus is proud of our record, a few highlights of 
which we offer here. What we are proudest of is that our pow-
er derives from involving thousands of CUNY faculty and 
staff in this work. The accomplishments are ours together.

1.   under New caucus leadership, the union has suc-
cessfully bargained three contracts through two 
major economic downturns. When we took office in 
2000, CUNY had sabbaticals at 50% pay, no junior fac-
ulty research leave, no paid parental leave, no profes-
sional development grants for staff or adjuncts, no paid 
office hours for adjuncts, salaries that lagged far below 
national norms, and a Welfare Fund on shaky financial 
ground. Today all of that has changed. We have much 
still to do on salaries, teaching load and other issues, 
but we have shown that unleashing the power of the 
membership is the way to win contract battles. Even in 
tough economic times, we are determined to make prog-
ress, and we have a track record that shows it is pos-
sible. We have worked with CUNY management when 
we share goals, but we have also drawn a line in the 
sand when our members’ interests are at stake. 

2.  under New caucus leadership, informal talks with 
management have produced breakthroughs for our 
membership – even as we continue to negotiate a 
new contract. The victories occurred despite a larger 
political environment that demands labor givebacks. 
We secured a management commitment to include 
part-time faculty health insurance in CUNY’s budget 
proposal because of the pressure of our organizing 
campaign. The Governor’s budget reflects that com-
mitment. In addition, paid parental leave was recently 

made a permanent entitlement of faculty and profes-
sional staff, transitioning from a pilot program. PSC-
CUNY Research Grants have been reformed and their 
funds increased by nearly $1 million over a three-year 
period. Talks on other issues, such as the creation of a 
sick-leave bank, continue, and continue to be fruitful. 

3.  under New caucus leadership, the union has 
worked with coalitions of labor, community groups 
and students to resist economic austerity for the 
public sector. In the spring of 2011, the PSC rallied in 
Albany with other coalition members to demand that 
the “millionaires’ tax” be continued. Together, we were 
successful in forcing the Governor to sustain a large 
part of the tax on New York’s highest earners, a move 
that substantially reduced the State’s projected deficit. 
With that deficit reduction, new funds for CUNY and 
other important services became available. Critically, 
PSC representatives sit on the decision- making bodies 
of coalition partners, helping to shape organizing direc-
tion and public campaigns.

4.  under New caucus leadership, the union has ex-
panded its political apparatus and influence, win-
ning increased funds for cuNY. The PSC has built 
its legislative presence in New York City and Albany 
by establishing member-based borough coordinators 
and teams. Using “inside” strategies of face-to-face 
advocacy combined with “outside” strategies of mass 
demonstrations and civil disobedience, we have built 
power and pressure. The PSC also works closely with 
the legislative leaders of NYSUT, the Working Fami-
lies Party and other New York unions. Political leaders 
across the state call upon the expertise of New Caucus-
PSC leadership when deliberating about initiatives such 
as increased funding for community colleges, part-time 
faculty health insurance, pension reform, or workplace 
bullying.

5.  under New caucus leadership, the union won 80% 
pay for sabbaticals, and 24 contact hours of reas-
signed time for junior faculty. We came into office 
determined to break the grip of the idea that support 
for research was a luxury, unthinkable at CUNY. In 
2004, New Caucus leadership of the PSC organized 
mass membership support for our contract campaign, 
and won sabbatical pay at 80%. Mobilizing the pressure 
of the membership, we made a similar breakthrough 
for junior faculty. Untenured faculty at every CUNY 
college are now entitled to the equivalent of a year, on 
average, of full-paid released time for research before 
the tenure decision.

6.  under New caucus leadership, the union made sig-
nificant gains for adjuncts, other part-timers and 
graduate employees. The New Caucus was founded on 
the recognition that the labor system in higher educa-
tion must be changed, and we have worked consistently 
to bring parity to part-time and hourly faculty and pro-
fessional staff. The battle is far from over, but drawing 
on adjunct and graduate employee leadership within 
the union, the PSC under our leadership has made sig-
nificant inroads against this system. On health care, we 
have waged unprecedented campaigns to fund adjunct 
health insurance and are on course to secure funding 
for this benefit. We also negotiated health insurance for 
graduate employees. And we won paid office hours and 
professional development funds for adjuncts, as well as 
paid sick leave and other improvements for Continuing 
Education faculty.

7.  under New caucus leadership, the union defended 
the 35-hour workweek for Heos and won rights to 
overtime pay and compensatory time. For 40 years 
CUNY had been routinely violating the contract on 
the workweek for employees in the Higher Education 
Officer series. Under New Caucus leadership, the PSC 
challenged this practice, carefully developing both a 
grievance and a lawsuit. The key was making an indi-
vidual issue collective – breaking through years of si-
lence by organizing. That’s a hallmark of PSC strategy 
under the New Caucus: combining meticulous contract 
enforcement work with bold, energetic organizing. 
And the results can be transformative. Thousands of 

professional staff across the University are now en-
titled to compensation for work assigned beyond the 
contractual limit, and a pattern devaluing HEO work 
has been changed.

8.  under New caucus leadership, the union has de-
fended academic freedom, freedom of speech, and 
faculty governance rights. An academic union has 
a special responsibility for maintaining the academic 
character of the University. New Caucus-PSC leaders 
have a strong record of taking a stand against CUNY 
management’s infringement on these freedoms. Cur-
rently, we are fighting management’s attempt to impose 
“Pathways,” completely disregarding faculty gover-
nance and the academic freedom of the faculty to con-
trol curricular decisions. We have fought and won when 
management pulled an adjunct from a course because of 
its content. And when CUNY management tried to deny 
chapter leaders access to campus e-mail for union com-
munications, we prevailed. 

9.  under New caucus leadership, the union restored 
the finances of the Welfare Fund, enhanced retiree 
benefits, and refused to sell out adjuncts or retirees. 
Welfare Fund trustees put into place a new Medicare 
Part D program that ends the $50 deductible and lifts the 
$10,000 per person annual prescription drug cap. This 
major advance was made possible because New Caucus 
leadership fought back against CUNY’s historic failure 
to provide adequate support for the Welfare Fund. New 
Caucus leaders took an unpopular stand to use retroac-
tive pay to provide adequate funds for retiree and adjunct 
benefits in the 2002-07 contract. We refused to compro-
mise on the principle of equal rights to benefits, and we 
insisted on maintaining adjunct health insurance. With-
out taking that stand, we would not now be positioned to 
take advantage of the new provisions of Medicare Part D 
of the Affordable Health Care Act and be closer to perma-
nently fixing adjunct health insurance.

10.  under New caucus leadership, the union is a nation-
al force for educational justice and a leader in pro-
gressive positions for labor. We were an early and 
strong supporter of the occupy Wall street move-
ment and we continue to provide material and politi-
cal support. Questions of fairness for ourselves and our 
students are inseparable from the larger policy choices 
that create the conditions in which we work. Under New 
Caucus leadership, the PSC has gained a national repu-
tation for leadership on issues of educational justice, 
academic labor policy, antiracism, and opposition to 
wasteful and unjust wars. We were leaders in the co-
alition that succeeded in changing the law on access to 
CUNY and SUNY for undocumented students. We were 
among the first unions nationally to demand an end to 
the war in Iraq and were instrumental in shifting the 
position of our national union. Locally, we are strong 
partners in coalitions to support quality education and 
deep believers in solidarity with other unions.

why we are running for re-election
What motivated us in 1995 to found the New Caucus con-
tinues to define us today: to see our members realize their 
professional aspirations and see CUNY be the university it 
could be. Our work, however, is not finished. CUNY, like all 
things public, is imperiled. Mainstream politicians continue 
to develop austerity budgets that starve CUNY and deny 
the University the essential elements of a quality education: 
small classes, a cohort of full-time faculty that keeps pace 
with the expansion of the student body, proper compensation 
and adequate time for faculty to teach and do research, part-
time faculty afforded a livable wage, and fair, supportive 
conditions for professional staff. These are but a few of the 
critical ingredients necessary to guarantee that all CUNY 
students receive the instruction and support they deserve. 

The New Caucus has shown that we have the strategy and 
the vision to make progress for members and for CUNY even 
during tough times. And we are prepared to work as hard 
as it takes in the next three years to stand up for you, for 
your professional aspirations and for your vision of what the 
University could be. We ask you not just to vote for us, but 
to join us. Show your support by voting in the election – and 
voting New Caucus. 

the New CaUCUs
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for presideNt
Barbara Bowen has been President 
of the union since 2000, when she led 
the New Caucus effort to increase 
the power and vitality of the PSC. 
Under her leadership, the PSC has 
gained in stature as a political force, 
able to win material improvements 
in members’ lives and to articulate 
a larger vision for public higher 
education. As that vision comes in-
creasingly under attack, Bowen has 
emerged as a leader in the fight to 
maintain quality education at CUNY. As head of the PSC’s 
bargaining team, she has developed the power of the 
membership to win such advances as sabbaticals at 80% 
pay, reassigned time for junior faculty, significant salary 
increases, paid office hours for adjuncts, paid parental 
leave, and professional development grants for adjuncts, 
HEOs and CLTs. A fierce opponent of accommodating to 
economic austerity, Bowen has been an outspoken critic 
of Albany’s failed strategy of disinvestment in CUNY and 
reliance on increased student tuition. She has gained a na-
tional reputation as a principled and articulate labor lead-
er, pressing the City’s labor movement to challenge Wall 
Street and leading the effort within our national union to 
oppose unjust and wasteful wars. Bowen holds faculty posi-
tions at both Queens College and the Graduate Center; she 
earned her PhD at Yale and is widely published in the field 
of 17th-century literature.

for first viCe presideNt
steve london has been First Vice 
President since 2000 and is an as-
sociate professor of political science 
at Brooklyn College. A founder of 
the New Caucus, he served three 
terms in the 1990s as Brooklyn 
College’s PSC Chapter Chair and as 
a University Faculty Senator. As the 
PSC’s Legislative Representative, he 
has led the union’s member-based 
political action campaigns – winning, 
e.g., increased employer pension 
contributions for ORP participants and enhancing CUNY 
budget advocacy at the City and State levels. He chairs the 
PSC’s Contract Enforcement Committee. Under his leader-
ship in this area, the PSC has won significant arbitration 
and legal victories, including the 35-hour workweek for 
HEOs. Serving on the PSC Negotiations Committee since 
2000, he has been involved in the detailed decision-mak-
ing of every contract settlement. Steve is a Welfare Fund 
Trustee and its Executive Officer, initiating reform of the 
Fund and preserving benefits. As a NYSUT Board Director, 
he was instrumental in increasing NYSUT’s focus on high-
er education gaining more resources for the PSC. Co-editor 
of two books, Steve brings his expertise in political science 
to the union’s work. 

for seCretary
arthurine desola, Higher Education 
Assistant, is currently PSC Secretary, 
the first HEO elected to that position. 
A member of the CUNY community 
for over 30 years, she was a counselor 
in the Department of Student Services 
at Queensborough Community Col-
lege and a faculty member in the 
Counseling Department at LaGuardia 
Community College. Chairperson of 
the HEO/CLT Professional Develop-
ment Fund Committee for the past 
six years, she oversees the process for the professional 
staff’s receiving funds for the advancement of professional 
development and education. She is a member of the Contract 
Enforcement, Legislation, and Women’s Committees. DeSola 
has presented testimony before the City and State Higher 
Education Committees. Her lobbying efforts include frequent 
visits to Albany with the goal of supporting the CUNY budget 
request and obtaining additional funding for CUNY’s stu-
dents, faculty and staff. 

for treasUrer
michael Fabricant , professor at 
Hunter College and Executive Officer 
of the PhD Program in Social Welfare, 
is involved in every aspect of assem-
bling and reporting on the PSC budget. 
His focus is the development of an orga-
nizing department that evolves mem-
bership networks and power for the 
enhancement of working and learning 
conditions at CUNY. As an advocate for 
faculty, staff and students, he works to 
build coalition relationships with stu-
dents, labor and community-based organizations within and 
without the Occupy Wall Street movement. He plays a leader-
ship role in the contract and budget campaigns and represents 
PSC on the AFT Committee on Organizing, whose focus is new 
membership organizing and advancement of a national pub-
lic education agenda. He has authored numerous articles; the 
most recent of his eight books explores the threat of charter 
schooling and the restructuring of the American economy that 
has stimulated the recent intense attacks on public education 
and teachers. He has been Treasurer of the National Coalition 
to House the Homeless and for Community Access United, an 
agency serving the disabled. 

for UNiversity-wide offiCers
george Brandon is an associate 
medical professor in the Department 
of Community Health and Social 
Medicine, the Sophie Davis School 
of Biomedical Education at the City 
College of New York. His PhD in an-
thropology is from Rutgers University 
(1983). He joined the PSC soon after ar-
riving at CCNY in 1989, and has served 
on that chapter’s Executive Committee 
as Chapter Chairperson and as a mem-
ber of the Organizing Committee for 
the last contract. A jazz musician as well as a medical anthro-
pologist, he is a member of the PSC’s Executive Council. 

Jonathan Buchsbaum, Professor 
in the Department of Media Studies, 
Queens College, serves on the PSC 
Executive Council, chairs the PSC’s 
Labor Goes to the Movies Committee, 
co-chairs the Anti-Racism Committee 
and is Chair of the Queens College 
chapter. He has led the chapter’s or-
ganizing work on such issues as de-
fense of faculty rights, and advocacy 
on health and safety. Under his lead-
ership, the chapter filed a successful 
legal complaint against CUNY for failing to develop and im-
plement a Workplace Violence Protection Policy. Buchsbaum’s 
academic work includes two studies of political filmmaking: 
Cinema Engagé: Film in the Popular Front and Cinema and 
the Sandinistas: Filmmaking in Revolutionary Nicaragua. 

Penny lewis is an assistant professor 
of labor studies at the Joseph S. Murphy 
Institute of the School of Professional 
Studies. She has been a CUNY graduate 
student, adjunct, Hunter High School 
teacher and instructor, and assistant 
professor at Borough of Manhattan 
Community College where she served 
on the BMCC chapter’s Executive 
Committee. She has served as an orga-
nizer for the PSC, as a representative 
to Jobs with Justice; a member of the 
Solidarity and Labor Goes to the Movies Committees, as a DA 
delegate, and as Executive Council member. Her research inter-
ests are labor, social class and social movements. 

costas Panayotakis, associate pro-
fessor of sociology at New York City 
College of Technology, is the author of 
Remaking Scarcity: From Capitalist 
Inefficiency to Economic Democracy. 
He has become a prominent national 
commentator on the economic crisis 
in Greece. Costas has also used per-
formance art to challenge the position 
that economic austerity is the appropri-
ate response to the current crisis; the 

character he has created and sometimes performs as, “Austerity 
Nut,” rides the subways facetiously urging passengers to sacri-
fice for “our suffering brothers and sisters on Wall Street.” A 
serious scholar of social movements and a current member of 
the Executive Council, Costas has also worked extensively to 
build mutual support between full-time and part-time faculty.

michael spear is an assistant pro-
fessor of history at Kingsborough 
Community College. Elected to the PSC 
Executive Council to fill a vacancy in 
2011, he has been an activist with the 
union since the mid-1990s and a CUNY 
student activist before that. A delegate 
to the NYC Central Labor Council, 
Michael serves on the PSC Legislation 
and Contract Campaign Organizing 
committees. His research is on the US 
labor movement and post-World War II 
New York City history. An important article, “In the Shadows 
of the 1970s Fiscal Crisis: New York City’s Municipal Unions in 
the Twenty-First Century,” appeared in the September 2010 is-
sue of Working USA. He is a co-coordinator of the New Caucus.

for viCe presideNt for seNior Colleges
Robert cermele, associate professor 
of mathematics and chapter chair at 
New York City College of Technology, 
has served as department chairper-
son and is active in local college gov-
ernance, chairing several standing 
committees of the College Council. He 
is a representative to the University 
Faculty Senate, serving on the Status 
of the Faculty Committee. Elected a 
PSC Senior College Officer in 2000, 
he became Vice President for Senior 
Colleges in 2006. He serves on the Executive Council and is 
an active member of the Academic Freedom, Finance, and 
Legislation Committees. Bob is also co-coordinator of the 
union’s Manhattan borough political action committee, and 
Treasurer of the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund. 

for seNior College offiCers
david Hatchett is a lecturer in English 
at Medgar Evers College. He has been 
active in the PSC for more than a de-
cade as a part-time faculty organizer at 
Medgar Evers and Hostos Community 
College from 2000-05. After joining the 
Executive Council in 2005, he became 
the co-coordinator of the adjunct orga-
nizing project. He works with the New 
Caucus leadership at Medgar Evers, is 
a member of the chapter’s Executive 
Committee and is currently a represen-
tative of the chapter to the Delegate Assembly. He is a member 
of the New Caucus Governing Board. 

Blanca Vázquez is adjunct assistant 
professor in the Film and Media Stud-
ies Department at Hunter College. At 
the Center for Puerto Rican Studies, 
she was the founding editor of Centro 
Journal and a researcher on the Cul-
ture and Oral History Task Forces. 
Vázquez has been a union delegate, 
secretary of the Hunter chapter’s 
Executive Committee and liaison for 
part-timers. In 2009, she received 
Hunter’s Cecile B. Insdorf Award for 
Excellence in Teaching for Part-Time Faculty. She is a lifelong 
activist in social movements for civil rights, women’s equality 
and Puerto Rican self-determination. 

alex Vitale is an associate professor 
of sociology at Brooklyn College. In 
addition to serving on the Executive 
Council, he has been chapter chair at 
Brooklyn College and co-coordinates 
the union’s political action committee 
for Brooklyn. He is a nationally known 
scholar on the policing of demonstra-
tions and other political activities in 
the US and internationally. His book 
City of Disorder: How the Quality of 
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Life Campaign Transformed New York Politics studies the 
rise of neoconservative politics and policing in the 1980s and 
1990s. Before coming to CUNY, Alex was a labor/community 
organizer for the San Francisco Coalition on Homelessness. 

for viCe presideNt for  
CoMMUNity Colleges 
anne Friedman, professor of academ-
ic and critical reading at Borough of 
Manhattan Community College, is PSC 
Vice President for Community Colleg-
es, also serving on the Contract Nego-
tiating Committee. She is a member of 
the PSC’s Anti-Racism Committee and 
has been active in open admissions 
struggles for 40 years, beginning as a 
student at City College. Anne is also a 
delegate to NYSUT, AFT and AAUP; 
she has been appointed to NYSUT’s 
and AFT’s community college advisory committees. She is im-
mersed in governance issues, and since 1997, on the Executive 
Committee of the University Faculty Senate, where she is a liai-
son to the Status of the Faculty Committee. She is committed to 
a democratic and collective process in union decision-making. 

for CoMMUNity College offiCers
lorraine cohen, professor of sociol-
ogy at LaGuardia Community College, 
serves on the Executive Council and is a 
member of the Negotiations Committee. 
As LaGuardia’s Chapter Chair, she or-
ganized the struggle against the grow-
ing “shadow workload” and mobilized 
faculty and staff to support the PSC’s 
anti-austerity campaign. In 2007, she 
led the fight to prevent management 
from banning the use of college e-mail 
for union related communication. A 
sociologist with deep roots at CUNY, Lorraine is an outspoken 
advocate for CUNY students, working frequently with student 
coalitions in support of funding for the University. She was 
NYSUT’s 2005 Higher Education Member of the Year. 

sharon Persinger, associate profes-
sor in the Department of Mathematics 
and Computer Science at Bronx 
Community College, has served as 
Chair of the PSC chapter at BCC since 
2010 and was recently elected to fill a 
vacant community college officer po-
sition on the PSC’s Executive Council. 
With her leadership, the BCC chapter 
has worked on improving health and 
safety at the college, winning eq-
uity for adjuncts, and restoring ad-
equate funding for CUNY. Born into a union family in West 
Virginia, Sharon learned about the importance and power of 
organized labor from the United Mine Workers. 

Felipe Pimentel, assistant profes-
sor of sociology at Hostos Community 
College, holds a PhD in sociology from 
the CUNY Graduate Center. Before ac-
cepting his full-time faculty position, he 
worked as an adjunct at several CUNY 
colleges, and he brings with him a deep 
knowledge of the institution. Since 
2009, he has been a Community College 
Officer, a member of the PSC Executive 
Council and University Faculty Senate. 
He currently serves as campus griev-
ance counselor. Felipe’s research includes a study of the racial 
and ethnic composition of the full-time faculty at CUNY, and 
he has participated in Chancellor Goldstein’s Latino Faculty 
Recruitment initiative. A serious bird-watcher and photogra-
pher, Felipe is currently doing a sociological investigation of the 
practice of bird-watching in the New York Metropolitan area. 

for viCe presideNt for  
Cross-CaMpUs persoNNel 
iris delutro, a senior counselor and coordinator of the 
LEAP to Teacher Programs of the Murphy Institute, is Vice 
President for Cross-Campus Personnel and chairs the Higher 

Education Officer chapter. She serves 
on the Executive Council, and is a 
member of the Negotiations, Anti-Rac-
ism, HEO Organizing, and Legislation 
committees; she is co-coordinator of 
the union’s political action committee 
for Queens. A Director of NYSUT, Iris 
participates actively in NYSUT, AFT 
and AAUP. In 2009, she was NYSUT’s 
Higher Education Member of the Year 
and recipient of a Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award from the Organization of 
New York for Puerto Rican Women. A powerful advocate for 
professional staff, she has focused on workplace bullying and 
championed legislation to address it. 

for Cross-CaMpUs offiCers
alan Pearlman is a senior college 
laboratory technician at Baruch 
College and earned bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees there. A member 
of the PSC Executive Council, he is 
also the Vice Chair of the College 
Laboratory Technician (CLT) chap-
ter and a delegate to the Delegate 
Assembly. As a cross-campus of-
ficer, he proudly represents a hard-
working and often unseen labor 
force of the University. He brings to 
the Executive Council years of experience interacting with 
students, faculty and management and welcomes the oppor-
tunity to be an advocate for the professional staff. 

andrea ades Vásquez, the associ-
ate director of the American Social 
History Project/Center for Media and 
Learning, is the managing director 
of the Graduate Center’s New Media 
Lab, a resource for both students and 
faculty. She is also the designer of 
many US history websites and docu-
mentaries used in CUNY and other 
college and high school classrooms. 
On the Executive Council and the 
Negotiations Committee, Andrea is 
active in the HEO chapter and has helped to organize HEOs 
across CUNY. She has contributed to the union’s use of social 
media and was a leader in planning the conference “Defending 
Public Higher Education” at the Grad Center last fall. 

Paul Washington, Higher Educa-
tional Associate, is Vice Chair of the 
HEO Chapter. He is the coordinator 
of outreach for the Male Development 
& Empowerment Center at Medgar 
Evers College. Serving on the Legisla-
tion Committee, he is co-coordinator 
for the union’s political action com-
mittee for Brooklyn. Before coming 
to CUNY, Paul was a counselor and 
case manager for the homeless and 
a teacher in New York City schools. 
He also served as chief of staff to the New York City Coun-
cil Chair for Higher Education, Charles Barron, where he 
worked extensively on increasing CUNY funds. He also co-
ordinated the Council’s Workforce Initiative, providing edu-
cation, training and resources to unemployed men of color. 

for viCe presideNt for  
part-tiMe persoNNel
marcia Newfield, PSC Vice President 
for Part-Time Personnel and author of 
children’s books, has been an adjunct 
lecturer in English since l988. She is a 
grievance counselor for part-timers, a 
member of the Executive Council and 
Negotiations Committee and is an ac-
tive participant in union committees 
from Finance to Academic Freedom. 
A fierce advocate for part-time per-
sonnel, Newfield initiated “First 
Friday” meetings for adjuncts and has 
helped to organize the campaign for adjunct health insurance. 
Newfield was also part of the international planning commit-
tee for this year’s meeting of COCAL (Coalition of Contingent 

Academic Labor) to be held in Mexico City. This year she was 
named NYSUT’s Higher Education Member of the Year. 

for offiCers for part-tiMe persoNNel
michael Batson, adjunct lecturer, 
teaches history and women’s stud-
ies at the College of Staten Island and 
Kingsborough Community College. He 
is an officer for part-time personnel and 
a current member of the PSC Executive 
Council. A respected teacher and tire-
less advocate, Michael is a member of the 
Legislation Committee, where he par-
ticipates in establishing and promoting 
the legislative agenda by advocating at 
the City and State levels for issues such 
as more CUNY funding and unemployment insurance for ad-
juncts. He is most energized, however, by his campus activities, 
including the CSI chapter’s petitioning and securing a resolu-
tion from the faculty senate in support of adjunct health care. 

susan diRaimo, an adjunct in English 
as a Second Language at City College 
and Lehman and coauthor of Life, 
Language and the Urban Experience, 
was elected to represent part-time per-
sonnel in 2003. She lobbies Albany for 
unemployment insurance for adjuncts 
and works for a seniority system for 
part-timers. She testifies regularly 
at the Board of Trustees, especially 
against tuition increases. Susan is the 
volunteer director of the Northwest 
Support Committee for the Homeless, which feeds the subway 
homeless and runs an overnight shelter. She received an award 
from Community Board 10 for her work with the homeless. 

steven Weisblatt, a continuing educa-
tion teacher in the CUNY Language 
Immersion Program at York College, is 
currently serving as Chapter Chair at 
York – the first contingent faculty mem-
ber to hold the position. As Chapter 
Chair, he has focused on improving 
physical conditions at the college. Steve 
is a delegate to the Delegate Assembly 
and a member of the Committee for 
Part-Time Affairs. He gained prior ex-
perience in union work as a shop stew-
ard with the Communication Workers of America, Local 9410. 

for retiree exeCUtive CoUNCil offiCers
William Friedheim was Chapter 
Chair at Borough of Manhattan 
Community College in the sixties, 
seventies and nineties. A former labor 
editor, he is the PSC’s award-winning 
webmaster. He is an activist with the 
PSC and retiree chapter, a delegate 
to AFT and NYSUT conventions 
and played a key role in revising the 
union’s constitution, resulting in an 
amendment that gave retirees elected 
representation on the PSC Executive 
Council. In 2011, he helped initiate a PSC campaign to “Defend 
the Safety Net.” His publications include books on the Civil 
War/Reconstruction period and the intersection of pedagogy 
and new-media technology in the teaching of history. 

eileen geil moran currently serves 
on the Executive Committee of the 
Retiree Chapter and the PSC Executive 
Council. A longtime political activist, 
Eileen is a leader on the Legislation 
Committee and co-coordinator of the 
union’s political action committee for 
Queens. Recently, she has worked on 
the PSC’s Social Safety Net Project, 
alerting members to the national at-
tack on employee benefits and orga-
nizing members to ensure that their 
pension, health and retirement benefits are enhanced, rather 
than diminished. Moran was active with the Queens College 
chapter and served on the Welfare Fund Advisory Committee. 
A research associate at Queens College’s Michael Harrington 
Center, she also taught in the sociology department. 



man who lives in Kings County and 
I’ve noticed something about your 
buying patterns and can now offer 
you special discounts.” 

Rather than being thought of as 
a mere tool like a hammer, these 
programs should be considered le-
gal agents of the principals. They 
needn’t be fully independent legal 
persons, but once you understand 
them as legal agents it would resolve 
some doctrinal puzzles in the law.  

In what ways?
Think about something like 

Gmail’s e-mail scanning program, 
which reads our e-mail and shows 
us advertisements based on it. 
Google says, “Don’t worry, people 
aren’t reading your e-mail. It’s only 
programs that are reading it.” But 
it’s not relevant whether humans 
are reading my e-mail. What mat-
ters are the abilities of the thing 
that is reading my e-mail. If you 
recognize these kinds of entities as 
the legal agents of Google, then the 
knowledge they have becomes the 
knowledge Google has – which is in 
fact the case. Recognizing this, by 
the way, would put Gmail in viola-
tion of the US Wiretap Act.

What are some other examples?
Google has developed a self-

driving car. And while there are 
some things it can’t yet do, it can 
safely drive in traffic, get on or off 
a highway, park and so on. So in as-
sessing liability for robotic vehicles, 
what else can we compare this to in 
the law? We have pets, which are 
in many ways autonomous, but for 
which we are legally responsible. 
Should we compare robotic vehicles 
more to animals, to children, to a 
bulldozer parked overnight by the 
side of the road? Such choices give 
different answers in fixing how much 
liability you have, and what kind of 
duty of care you have with respect to 
that situation. 

It’s not a question of whether 
there is human liability, but how it 
is shaped. For example, if you are 
using a robot car, is it ever reason-
able to take your eyes off the road? 
Defining the car as a legal agent, in 
given situations, helps answer such 
questions. 

Ultimately it’s about how much 
control we have over them, and 
how much control they have over 
themselves.
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Professional staff congress/cUny
61 broadway, 15th floor
new york, new york 10006

Return Service Requested

Have you signed the petition for 
the repeal and replacement of 
Pathways? That’s great! Now you 
can ask a couple of colleagues to 
do the same. (See pages 8-9.)

If they – or you – haven’t signed 
yet, it’s not too late. CUNY faculty 
and staff can sign online at ti-
nyurl.com/PSC-PWpetition.

You can post the center page 
of this issue of Clarion in your 
department. Paper copies of the 
petition can be printed at tinyurl.

com/PSC-PW-petition-PDF. (It’s 
all right if people sign both the 
paper petition and online. We’re 
being careful to weed out any du-
plicates.) There are lots of ways 
to spread the word; find the one 
that works for you.

People should sign by April 20 
to make sure their names are 
included when the petition is pre-
sented to CUNY’s trustees. Again, 
you can sign online at tinyurl.
com/PSC-PW-petition.

the Pathways petition & you
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By John taRLeton

samir Chopra 
Ba in Mathematical statistics,  

Delhi university
Ms in Computer science,  

nJ institute of technology
PhD in Philosophy,  

Cuny graduate Center

Two decades ago, Samir Chopra was 
a recent college graduate working 
at AT&T’s Bell Labs, where he wrote 
computer programs for electronic 
voice and data switches. Then Cho-
pra made a different kind of switch 
– leaving the corporate world for the 
CUNY Graduate Center, where he 
studied the philosophy of science. 
Now an associate professor of phil-
osophy at Brooklyn College and the 
Graduate Center, Chopra is coauthor 
of three books, including Decoding 
Liberation: The Promise of Free and 
Open Source Software (Routledge, 
2007) and A Legal Theory for Auton-
omous Artificial Agents (University 
of Michigan Press, 2011), which ex-
plores how the legal status of robots 
could evolve in the 21st century.

Why did you switch from working at 
Bell Labs to academia?

It was good work but I was find-
ing the 9 to 5 grind a bit dispiriting. 
I thought, “Maybe I don’t have to be 
stuck in this job for the rest of my 
life.” I had always been interested 
in the philosophy of science, and 
I decided if I was going to make a 
career change I might as well make 
it a big one. So, I chucked my job, 
moved to Manhattan and started 
at the Grad Center.

What was the significance of 
Decoding Liberation: The Promise  
of Free and Open Source Software, 
the book you coauthored with  
Scott Dexter?

We unpacked the philosophical 
significance of free and open-source 
software. It’s not just about software 
being free in price but free in the 
sense of not restricted – in how one 
has access to the software, how it is 

controlled, how it is distributed, how 
it could be modified. This has inter-
esting implications for the political 
economy, for intellectual property 
and for the nature of our society in 
the coming century.

How has the open-source software 
movement affected our larger culture?

It has prompted a very broad-
ranging discussion about these le-
gal doctrines that go by the name of 
intellectual property. If economics 
is concerned with the allocation of 
scarce resources, why import the 
same old legal regimes and eco-
nomic principles to regulate digital 
products when they aren’t scarce? 
Open-source software licenses 
have given us a very strong, impor-

tant ethical message that sharing 
trumps an enclosure method. 

How do you think creators should be 
compensated?

People are talking about modes of 
direct payment to artists that don’t 
require intermediaries like record 
companies. This will require accu-
rate tracking, micropayments per-
haps, payments for tangible, live 
performances, movements away 
from private collections of music 
to cloud services; a whole bunch of 
different things will fall into place. 
The whole infrastructure will have 
to change.

Do you see any connection between 
the free software movement and 21st 

century social movements like Occupy 
Wall Street?

The software giants like Oracle 
and Microsoft have sewn up the 
technical and economic landscape 
of software with a very clever de-
ployment of intellectual property 
regimes. There is a kind of 99% to 
1% balance that the free and open- 
source software phenomenon 
aims to redress.  If there’s a broad 
historical narrative of computer 
science, I think it would revolve 
around the tension between the 
economic significance of comput-
ing and the compulsion to play 
with it, to do more things with it, 
to fully unleash its potential, to 
share it with as many people as 
you want.

What do you see as the trajectory for 
robotics and artificial intelligence in 
the coming decades?

More and more things will be-
come automated and this will 
become more mundane. Digital 
personal assistants will organize 
our work for us in ways that would 
require human thought today. As 
machines replicate more of our ca-
pacities, we might lose some of our 
sense of uniqueness. It might help us 
think about exactly what we believe 
distinguishes us from machines or 
animals.  

What do you think distinguishes us?
The flexibility and richness of 

our relationships with each other 
and with the environment, our use 
of language, our rich use of symbols.

Why do you propose to recast robots 
as legal entities in your latest book?

When you go to Amazon.com 
and buy a book, you don’t interact 
with a human clerk, you interact 
with a program. But these kinds of 
programs are not like vending ma-
chines. They are more like quasi-
autonomous or quasi-intelligent 
machines that are capable of mak-
ing up the terms of a contract. They 
can arrive at conclusions like, “Oh, 
it turns out that you’re a 35-year-old 
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